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p4 :: Industry
Ross Hyland is Awesome Tools’ new Assistant
Sales and Brand Manager. He holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Media Studies and Post Grad
Degree in Marketing Management from UCT,
and is also an avid hockey player. Previously,
he was the Sales and Marketing Manager
for Intende Action Wear, where he grew their
brand offering from one to seven brands in
just four years. He also managed key accounts
such as Sportscene, Edgars, Cape Union Mart
and Rip Curl. Hyland is “a Wynberg Boys High
old boy with just under five years’ experience
in the marketing and sales arena who has already proven himself to be a dynamic go-getter,” says Awesome Tools. He will be working
under the supervision and guidance of Bruce
Woodroffe, specifically looking after and growing the Klean Kanteen and Opinel tableware
brands.

Veteran agents and industry legends Neville
Dickerson (right) and Martin Nefdt (left) are
pushing the retirement age in the industry
to above 70. Both have started new careers
after officially ‘retiring’ from the brands they
represented for decades. And as iconic personalities in the industry about whom many
a tale have been — and will still be — told,
the industry is richer for their continued
contributions.
After 25 years as agent for Hi-Tec, Dickerson (above) officially retired, aged 68 ... but the lure
of the industry was too strong, and he is now applying his experience as agent for Awesome
Tools. His son, Darryl works with him in the agency.
Nefdt (left), who turned 70 earlier this year, officially handed over the reins of the agency for
PUMA SA to his son Gustaf ... but couldn’t sit at home doing nothing. He now represents companies like Bar Global (Gola, Wolverine), Bata (Toughees etc.) and Stallion boots, which gives
him the chance to stay in contact with his retail friends in the industry.

Supermodel Adriana Lima is PUMA’s newest women’s training ambassador. She is a “fantasChantel
Conelissen
recently joined
Orbit Sports in
Port Elizabeth
as general
manager. An
accountant, who
had run her own
practice, she is
well-equipped
to ensure that
all the books
balance. Photo:
Nicol du Toit.

tic mom, a role-model to millions, and a real badass,” says PUMA. “If you’ve never seen her
train, you are missing out.” One of PUMA’s
objectives is to empower women. It does
this by giving them the right “tools”. “It’s
essential that they have tech-infused
products with fashion-forward designs to
help them work towards being a better
version of themselves and the only way to
be you is to do you.” Lima says she wanted to partner with PUMA because they’ve
worked so hard to encourage women to
be themselves and to show them that by
working hard, you can accomplish anything. “People have seen me on runways
and magazine covers – with this new
partnership with PUMA, I want to share
my personal training journey.”

Left: Bryson DeChambeau
used Cobra’s latest King F9
Speedback driver when he recently won the Shriners Hospitals for Children Open in Las
Vegas with one shot. He had
a selection of Cobra’s clubs in
his bag, including the Forged
One Length Irons. He was
dressed in PUMA Golf apparel,
accessories and footwear, including the PWRAdapt leather
golf shoes. The Speedback
features new technology that
for the first time combines an
efficient aerodynamic shape
and an engineered weight
structure on the sole, which
improves club speed while
maintaining a low, deep CG.
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Left: PUMA has signed a sponsorship
agreement with Spanish midfielder David Silva, also known as “El Mago” (the
magician) due to his magical ball control and many assists. He’ll play in the
PUMA One boot, designed to provide
more touch. In his 124 appearances
for Spain’s national team, Silva had
scored 35 goals. The fans of his Manchester Club club have seen him score
50 goals, assist with 77 and lifting the
trophy three times since he joined in
2010. “I was already wearing PUMA
football boots when I was a kid and I am
looking forward to wearing the brand
again,” he says. “Some people call me
El Mago, so for my next trick I’ll be wearing PUMA One.”Silva joins players like
Luis Suarez and Romelu Lukaku, who
recently signed as PUMA ambassadors.
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on the move

Left: Shane Schonegevel of OBO SA,
distributor of Gryphon, with Gordon
Stokes and Mickey
Mallett of Hi-Tec SA.
Right: Anton Klopper with Colin Farrer of Corsport and
Neville Dickerson,
agent for Awesome
Tools.

Left: Mel Mulder, Kloppers marketing manager.
Above: Alan Smith of ASICS SA auditions to join the band.

Peter Reeves of Leisure Holdings (left) and Bruce
Woodroffe of Awesome Tools.

The Kloppers Suppliers Party — THE industry get-together
For the past 29 years the Klopper family of Bloemfontein have been entertaining the suppliers to their four department stores and two sport
stores by hosting a memorable annual function. This year was no excep-

tion, and again gave suppliers in the sport and outdoor industries from
across the country the chance to socialise and catch up on news while
enjoying a great party. Read more on pp 28 and 34-35.

Left: Anton Klopper, in charge of
Kloppers Sport, drinks a toast
with his sister-in-law Louise.
Right: Eric Rose-Innes and Pine
Pienaar of adidas.
Below left: Gordon Stokes of
Hi-Tec SA shares a joke with
Bruce Woodroffe of Awesome
Tools.
Below middle: Hi-Tec SA agent
Darius Blomerus,
Below right: Leon Klopper assists his mother, Skat, with the
lucky draw.
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People from p5

At the end of October members of the industry and friends of the new Mr Tekkie owners
attended the opening of the St George’s Mall
store in Cape Town. With 300 people eating,
drinking and looking and buying from the vast
number of well-known brands on display, the
large store (500 m2) had standing room only.
It was not easy to catch up with everybody
present. Spotted in the crowds were a strong
PUMA contingent (also Ron Rink who was
Braam van Huyssteen’s first PUMA supplier
for his first store), and senior management
of ASICS, Under Armour, Bolton footwear
(Olympic), Bounty Brands (Vans), Hi-Tec, 361
Degrees, Gary van Rooyen of Coreban, Brian
Kerby, Vimal Lalla of JFK Trading, Reinhard
Barnard, who sold them the Mr Tekkie name,
and many more we missed in the crowds. The
Cape Town store opened to the public on 26th
October, while their first stores in Acornhoek
and Bloemfontein opened earlier the week.
Above left: JC Albertyn from
Mr Tekkie welcomes the
guests.
Left: Reinhard Barnard, formerly of Model Sport and
agent Steven Bassingthwaite.
Above right: Former Tekkie Town COO Dawie van
Niekerk with store designer
Ian Stevenson.
Middle right: Albert Venter, Heidi Baasch and Nigel Chapman of Bounty
Brands.
Right: Mickey Mallett , GM
of Hi-Tec SA.

Above: Peter Reeves of
Leisure Holdings with
Justin Schunke and Eugene Brown of Brand ID
enjoying the Kloppers
party.
Left: Darryl Dickerson,
agent for De Wet Sport
and Awesome Tools,
with Eslo Coetzee of
New Balance socialising at the Kloppers
function.
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Enjoying this year’s
Kloppers suppliers
function were:
Above: Veteran
agents Neville Dickerson, his son Darryll
and Leon Lotter.
Left: ASICS SA MD
Barry Mellis and
Craig White, ASICS
national sales
manager.
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This photo of the Manolios family was taken in June this year. From
left: Mark, his daughter Mandy Moan,
holding her son Matthew, daughter
Shelley Ottino with her two girls Ellena
and Daniela, daughter Kristina Evans,
and his wife Alison holding Jessica
(Kristina’s daughter), and Ryan Moan
(Mandy’s husband) holding William.
Photo: supplied by Manolios family.

Tributes for Mark Manolios

Zimbabwean sports icon Mark Manolios was a great friend of the South African sports industry. Members
who met him as suppliers to his flourishing stores and at local trade shows, pay tribute to him.
WHILE ZIMBABWE’S top sport administrators
hailed the late Mark Manolios as the doyen and
granddad of Olympic sport and hockey in Zimbabwe, some South African distributors shared
their private memories of the man they got to
know as a mentor, industry legend, retail supporter and very good friend.
Manolios’ unexpected collapse and death
from heart failure in a Johannesburg hotel
after being discharged from hospital where
he had undergone a minor operation, came
as a shock to all. Although aged 78, he was
still very active and on his way to meet several friends in the industry at the Cape Town
Marathon Expo.
For many members of the South African
sports industry he had been much more than
just a retailer who made three sport stores
flourish in the almost impossibly difficult Zimbabwean market — he was akin to family.
Last year, when Sports Trader spoke to him
after the Zimbabwean coup-that-wasn’t,
he also mentioned how he appreciated the
friendship of his family in the local industry
— people like Jaco Kirsten of Orbit Sports, Eugene Brown of Brand ID, Brian Kerby, formerly
of adidas and ASICS, the De Wets — suppliers
of Medalist equipment — and many more.
Despite the currency problems Zimbabwean
traders experienced, he could confidently say
“I have no bad friends in South Africa.”
Manolios was his mentor in the industry, who
taught him the ropes when he founded Orbit
Sports as a youngster, says Kirsten. They subsequently became firm friends — he was even
invited to attend one of Manolios’ daughter’s
wedding — and he regularly saw Mark and his
wife Alison when they stayed in their flat in
Durban.
“He was a real go-getter who knew everybody, including all the politicians, in Zimbabwe,” he says. “But, he was also a true gentleman.”
“Mark typified the quiet, humbleness of a
Zimbo and was always there to offer assis-
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tance,” adds Gary van Rooyen of Coreban, who
first met him at a Nike conference in the late
1990’s. “Every time we saw him, he extended
an open invitation to come over and visit. In
an extremely difficult business and sales environment, Mark somehow delivered the goods
and met his targets year after year. He was a
popular figure at Nike and a great team player.
The sports industry is poorer for his loss. All
the best to Mark’s family and friends.”
Mark Manolios was a legend and his passing
is a sad loss, agrees Kerby, who first met him
as a youngster, soon after he started working
for Dunlop Slazenger. Because of Manolios’
involvement in hockey, he was especially interested in Slazenger’s hockey and cricket
ranges. But, at that stage, sports equipment
was extremely scarce in Zimbabwe.
When Kerby and his then girlfriend — now
his wife — embarked on a trip to Zimbabwe
in 1995, Manolios urged him to bring as many
samples as he could. “When you get to the
border, tell them the equipment are a donation for kids on this farm,” he advised.

Samples are donations
Kerby duly loaded the car and approached the
border post with trepidation, but as Manolios
predicted, he was waved through. They stayed
with the Manolios’ in Harare and “true to his
word, Mark bought all the samples. That gave
me the necessary Zim dollars to spend on the
trip, and ever since then we’ve laughed about
how my smuggled samples paid for my Zimbabwean holiday.”
Over the years they stayed in touch. When
visiting Zimbabwe as adidas SA MD, Kerby
could witness how even when the Zimbabwean economic conditions became really tough,
Manolios made plans to roll out and open two
more stores.
During the last few years his daughter, Kristina Evans, had taken over most of the management of the three stores Manolios had founded
and grown over the past 44 years. He opened

the first Mark Manolios Sports (MMS) in 1973
at the Avondale Shopping Centre in Harare,
which became THE branded sports equipment
hub and advice centre in the country. In 2012
he opened two more Harare stores in quick
succession. “Kristina has been doing an amazing job,” says Kerby. The business has flourished with her in charge.”
In Zimbabwe Manolios is remembered for the
tremendous contribution he made to sport in
the country. He served on the Zimbabwean
Sports Commission for 12 years and on the
Zimbabwean Olympic Committee (ZOC) for
26 years, during which time he accompanied
teams to the Olympic Games nine times as
coach or administrator, two of them as Chef
de Mission. He was also twice elected VicePresident of the ZOC and is credited as the
driving force behind Zimbabwe’s hosting of
the 1995 All-Africa Games.“I have never met
anyone in my life who is so passionate about
sports development and doing it right than
Mark Manolios,” said Former ZOC president
Tommy Sithole.
But, it was especially as hockey coach, administrator, international umpire and member
of the equipment committee of the world
hockey organisation, FIH, that he made his
mark. He was eventually honoured with a life
Presidency of Zimbabwe Hockey. The period
1970-85, when Manolios was national hockey
coach, is known as the golden years of Zimbabwean hockey, when the ladies national
team won the gold medal at the 1980 Olympic
Games in Moscow. The team became a strong
contender on overseas tours, for example,
beating the European champions Spain twice
in one week at the Eight Nations Tournament.
His wife, Alison, was also a member of the national hockey team.
She was also part of the Zimbabwean (Rhodesian at the time) diving team, which competed in the South African championships,
winning 1st, 2nd and 3rd places time and time
again, says Alison.
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Photo: Nicol du Toit.

Brian Kerby leaves Brand ID
BRAND ID and Brian Kerby, former MD of adidas SA and ASICS SA, have
parted company. Kerby was appointed General Manager of the multibrand distributor in July this year to assist CEO Ian Hepplewhite, who
had been running Brand ID in conjunction with the lucrative Prima Interactive company as part of Deneb’s Branded Product division for the
previous year.
Hepplewhite declined to comment or issue a statement about Kerby’s
resignation. Sports Trader, however, reliably learnt that they had differences when it came to what needed to be done to move the business
forward, an example being, about whether — and what — measures
needed to be implemented to strengthen the relationships between
certain Brand ID brands and retailers in the industry.
With 28-years’ experience of managing top sports brands, Kerby
developed strong relationships with many retailers across the country, who respected his judgement. But he apparently felt that he was
not able to make a constructive contribution to turn around what is a
loss-making business, and rather opted to leave while still serving his
3-month probationary period. It is disappointing that the sports industry
has lost the services of an industry veteran when he could have made a
significant difference to such an organisation, retailers told us.
Brand ID distributes brands like Speedo, Canterbury, Dunlop, Slazenger, Karakal, Columbia, Karrimor, Mizuno, Skins, etc. to the Southern
African market.

Sports business needed turnaround
In the financial results for the period to 31 March 2018 published by the
holding company Deneb Investments, Prima Interactive, run by Hepplewhite, was singled out as one of the success stories of the year. Among
the products it distributes are Xbox and Electronic Arts. The branded
sports division (Brand ID) was, however, singled out as one of the lossmaking businesses that needed to be turned around.
“The branded sporting goods division has been placed under the control of new management that has been working on discontinuing lossmaking brands, improving operational efficiencies and effectiveness
and optimising management structures,” Deneb commented. “The result of these initiatives has seen the break-even point drop significantly.
The focus now is to grow the brands that remain.”
One of the measures taken was to discontinue the distribution of
certain sports brands like Nathan hydration, SKLZ training, Mistral SUP
and local lifestyle clothing brands like Jonty, Danie’s, and Cambridge,
amongst others. The distribution for Craft Cycling was lost when the
brand decided to discontinue distribution in South Africa. The head office in Cape Town also moved into a smaller office in Salt River to cut
back on costs.
The toy distributor founded by the Treger family, New Just Fun Group,
joined Prima Toys in the Branded Product division in December last year.
This contributed to the Branded Product division reporting R1.4-bn revenue, which was R55-m higher than the year before. It is not reported
how much of this division’s sales revenue was generated by Brand ID.
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Falke SA breaks
all the moulds

p10 :: Apparel & Footwear

This Cape Town performance sock and underwear brand is the exact
opposite of the garment factory stereotype: it has expanded its workforce, exports instead of imports, develops and designs ranges for a
global brand and cares about the people it employs. Falke SA has also
grown their manufacturing output and built a strong, respected brand.
CEO Martin Grobbelaar explains how they managed this
Words: Trudi du Toit

T

he Falke factory in Cape Town and
its CEO Martin Grobbelaar defy all
stereotypes of a typical garment
factory and factory boss. They
have turned all pre-conceptions
upside down.
For example: during the past decade when
the South African garment manufacturing industry has been shedding jobs like a cat sheds
hairs, Falke increased its workforce by 20%.
And the remedy was simple: they grew the demand for their technical socks so much that
they had to appoint more workers to increase
production.
Now 99.9% of the products they manufacture
under the global brand name are developed
and designed by the local in-house team … and
some of their innovations have been adopted
by the head-office in Germany.
Instead of importing, like so many other
clothing brands, nearly half of the 7.5-m pairs
they produce locally are exported — mainly to
the US, but also to New Zealand and recently,
since February this year, to Australia. Annual
exports to the US now number 3.5-m pairs.

Exporting down under
“Exciting things are happening in Australia,
where the reaction to our products and the
brand has been great,” says Grobbelaar. While
establishing a new brand in a new market is
usually a difficult and a slow process, taking
18-24 months, they are very encouraged by
the brand’s market acceptance after a mere
nine months. “Over the past year-and-a half
there has been tremendous growth in the New
Zealand market as well.”
“If you look at their active lifestyle, there
are many similarities between South Africa
and Australia,” he says. As in South Africa,
many Australians run and cycle early in the
morning and even during lunch times.
Falke SA, however, will not export to Europe
and the Far East. Not only because the climate
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People spend a fortune on
performance shoes, especially for running, which
can all be in vain if they
are worn with inferior
socks that cause blisters.
and active lifestyles in these countries create
a demand for a completely different product,
but also because that is the domain of their
principal in Germany.
While the European socks are mainly manufactured to protect against the elements,
South African, American and Australian athletes want socks that help them enjoy the elements, explains Grobbelaar.
The customer base also differs. The highend top-quality ESS running sock developed in
Germany, for example, has limited appeal in
the South African market, because most local
runners cannot afford it. “Instead, we created
something to suit our market and fit our realities because we want to provide a solution for
every runner,” he says.
Although the local in-house design team develop their own technologies and ranges, they
work closely with their German counterparts.
“They have a big pool of very skilled people
there and we have complete access to all their
technical skills,” says Grobbelaar.
A big advantage is that the head-office provides a sounding board for the South Africans
who can consult them when they encounter
problems. “Our relationship is very good,”
says Grobbelaar. “We feed off them — and
they feed off us.”
The South Africans could, for example, share
the technologies and expertise they developed
for manufacturing technical performance running and cycling socks, while learning from
Germany about the fibres and technologies re-

quired for socks for sports like skiing or hiking.
The Falke factory environment is as far
removed from a sweat shop in practice and
philosophy as Donald Trump is from Barack
Obama. The easy-going way in which staff
interact with the CEO lends credibility to his
statement that everybody — from the sweeper
of the floor in the factory to the top manager
— is equally important for the functioning of
the company. Or family, as Grobbelaar says.
Their underlying philosophy is that a brand
is built on two things: product and people.
“The people are the heart and soul of a brand
and it is important to look after and develop
them,” he says. “Most assets decrease over
time, but if you look after and develop people, their value increase over time.”

Caring for workforce
Apart from the 461 people they have on site,
Falke also accepts responsibility for their dependents. They estimate that about 2 500 individuals depend on the business for a livelihood. They therefore look after the well-being
of the workforce by offering in-house training,
which equips those who qualify with a certificate that is accredited by the Department of
Higher Education. They also offer their staff
computer literacy and lifeskills training — e.g.
on financial management. They believe that
this uplifting education is transferred to their
children, parents and others, ultimately contributing to uplifting the whole community.
When it was announced that Cape Town’s
water crisis could result in the dreaded Day
Zero when people would have to queue for
hours for a few buckets of water, they installed a reverse osmosis plant to compliment
the borehole they had sunk at the start of the
water crisis. This was not only to benefit the
factory, but also to supply water to the staff.
The result is that they can now operate without using any municipal water supplied by a
city that will always be water-vulnerable.
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Falke SA CEO, Martin Grobbelaar.

But, all of this would have been windowdressing had they not been able to provide
sustainable employment. In the past four
years, since Grobbelaar became CEO, they not
only grew the Falke brand name recognition,
but also increased production by 7%.
Previously, the factory relied heavily on demand from other companies to manufacture
their house-brands, but that was gradually
reduced until they now mainly manufacture
under the Falke brand.
“Every sock is designed and developed to
provide a specific solution and to help an
athlete perform better in any sport he or she
chooses.”
After all, people spend a fortune on the right
performance shoes, especially for running,
which can all be in vain if they are worn with
inferior socks that cause blisters.

Quality essential to grow brand
Quality is essential to grow a brand, says
Grobbelaar. In socks, quality is measured in
comfort, fit and functionality — all built on
the cornerstone of the material (fibre) used.
There is truth in the old saying if you put rubbish in, you’ll get rubbish out, he believes.
The quality of a performance sock to a large
extent depends on the fibres used. While they
are proud that their socks are all designed and
made in South Africa by South Africans, they
are not able to source the required technical
performance fibres locally.
“We have a longstanding relationship with
our US fibre supplier and we have been working closely with them on the fibres we require.” They view this supplier as a partner
— the kind of relationship they value having
with all customers and suppliers.
To ensure the best functionality from a sock
it is important to ensure that the fibres wick
moisture away from the skin, because moisture causes friction, which results in blisters.
You therefore have to stay away from cotton,

warns Grobbelaar, as it absorbs moisture. He
cites the example of dipping a cotton towel
in water and feeling how heavy it becomes
when wet. Socks made from more than 50%
nylon are not ideal either, because nylon also
absorbs 5% of its weight in moisture.
Falke’s trademark fibre, Drynamix, is a modified polyester, specifically engineered to wick
moisture away. It only absorbs up to 0.4% of
own weight in moisture. This fibre is designed
to wick away moisture from the skin, into the
sock, through to the shoe.
Equally important is a smooth, snug, fit that
eliminates blister-causing friction. They therefore make socks to fit different foot shapes
and also to deliver the best performance for
a specific activity.
Running socks are by far the biggest seller
for them across all markets, and they believe
this market has grown a lot across all demographics because financially it is the easiest
sport to participate in. There has especially
been a huge growth in trail running with whole
families participating, says Grobbelaar
But, they also make a fair number of pairs
with features specifically developed for cycling, hiking, gym, athleisure, etc. Many of
the designs and colours are so attractive that
they are often bought purely as fashion wear.
Consumers are becoming much more knowledgeable as smartphones give them constant
access to product information. “We want to
make it as easy as possible for consumers to
make the right choice,” says Grobbelaar.
They therefore employ a permanent tech
rep who travels across the country to train
sales staff on how to recommend the best solution for a customer. This includes training on
which socks are suitable for a certain activity,
and why, and also how to recommend the correct fit for a specific foot. They are planning
on appointing more of these educators.
“We are very passionate about what we do,
We want to spread the message.”

Falke founders love SA
FALKE SOUTH AFRICA is a subsidiary of
the German textile company, Falke KGaA,
a fourth-generation family-owned business
that was founded in 1895. Falke entered
South Africa in 1974 when it established a carpet yarn factory in Atlantis. In the early 1980’s
when the sock knitting business started to
expand in Europe, they decided to follow suit
in South Africa, a country much loved by the
chairman, Franz Otto Falke.
Falke SA initially mainly made house brand
socks for retailers, but when most of the apparel sourcing moved to China and Asia in the
2000s, they started focusing on building their
own Falke brand.
His son, Franz Peter Falke, who succeeded
him as chairman, also loves South Africa and
the people here, says Falke SA CEO Martin
Grobbelaar. Falke regularly visits the Cape,
where he owns a wine farm in Stellenbosch.
“He has always been opposed to moving
the manufacturing to the East, even though
the options were there, because they felt
that it was important that they make a contribution to the South African economy,” says
Grobbelaar.
He had joined Falke in 2003 as a cost accountant and was soon appointed export
manager when they started exporting to the
US. After obtaining a BCom Honours degree
in management accounting, he started his
career at Pioneer foods, but joined Falke because he liked the approach of the former MD
who interviewed him and the philosophy of
the brand.
From 2006 onwards the export business
started growing tremendously – from about
50 000 pairs exported to the US, to about
3.7-m to the US, New Zealand and recently
Australia.
In 2009 Grobbelaar was appointed financial
manager of Falke South Africa and in 2014
he became CEO. Since then their own Falke
brand grew 50%, thanks to the passion of the
team, he says.
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It has been a very good year for
Hi-Tec SA, says its owner Frank
van Wezel, who is also growing
Duca del Cosma into a global
golf brand.
Words: Trudi du Toit
Photos: Hi-Tec
Frank and Caroline van Wezel, responsible for
global Duca del Cosma PR.
Right: Hi-Tec SA MD Mickey Mallett.

Why Hi-Tec SA and
Duca del Cosma grew 35%

T

o achieve 35% annual growth in
this tough economic climate,
surely requires rocket science.
Not so, says Hi-Tec SA and Duca
del Cosma international owner
Frank van Wezel. It is quite simple: business is
all about human contact.
“When people like doing business with you
because you solve problems for them and
don’t let them down, they will want to make
sure you are successful. Be the honest guy that
give them a product they can make a profit
from. That way everybody benefits as the
shopkeeper will drive your sales.”
His ebullient, infectiously positive outlook
makes it easy to enjoy doing business with
Van Wezel - especially as he employs creative
ways to personally solve customer problems
(see below). After nearly 45 years of Hi-Tec
growing into an annual €250-m global brand,
it is also safe to say that it provides retailers
with profitable products.
Two years ago Van Wezel, aged 75, embarked on the third phase of his life after he
and the family agreed to sell the Hi-Tec brand
to Cherokee Global Brands, based in the US.
He bought the Hi-Tec South Africa subsidiary
out of the deal because he has always had a
very good and close relationship with South
Africa — where he owns properties in Camps
Bay and more recently also in De Zalze, near
Stellenbosch.
“I love Stellenbosch,” he enthuses, especially as Hi-Tec now sponsors the Maties rugby
team.
As a sideline, he also acquired the Duca del
Cosma brand, whose exquisitely designed
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styles captivated him when he first saw the
brand several years before. It was in liquidation when Van Wezel bought it in 2016, but it
“is making steady progress,” he said in a telephonic interview from Amsterdam. Over the
past year this stylish golf brand has contributed 7-10% to the company’s revenue growth
and it is on track to becoming the #1 golfing
brand, he believes.
Two years ago, the plan was that he would
have more time for playing golf and tennis and
relaxing at his Camps Bay home overlooking

Hi-Tec SA is going tremendously, we are beating the
recession!
the sea, while still keeping an interest in the
footwear industry.
Did this work out as planned?
Van Wezel laughs and confirms that yes, he
does play sports — but early in the day, before
his very busy schedule at the office takes over.
“I have a good life, with plenty of things to
do,” he says.
Duca del Cosma keeps him busy, he confirms,
and he also has an interest in a bit of real estate and keeps abreast of developments at
Hi-Tec SA. For example, the brand’s expansion into African countries like Kenya, Ghana,
Tanzania and Nigeria, as well as the Southern
African region (Namibia, Botswana and Zimbabwe).
“Hi-Tec South Africa is going tremendously,
we are beating the recession!”

Duca’s current strong growth comes from
golf, not the lifestyle offerings he initially expected. This is driven by, for example, a prominent presence as official sponsor at the recent KLM Open. “We found that we owned the
tournament — all the marshals, everyone on
course, were wearing Duca del Cosma clothing
and footwear. We also had a huge store, which
was very well supported.”
There is also a big demand for Duca product
from retailers in Germany and Great Britain,
and they are making inroads into the Far East,
while distribution into the US is their next target. The brand is internationalising rapidly,
says Van Wezel.
“But, we need to do things properly,” he
cautions, which would entail bigger production runs, leading to more stock, requiring
more sales and more sales channels, enabling
the company to buy better and eventually
improve the way they do business. Once the
golf part of the business is nailed down, he
believes the lifestyle range will sell itself.
His wife, Caroline, who is an experienced
public relations officer, works with him as
PR Director, ensuring that the brand gets the
necessary digital exposure to build consumer
interest.
Hi-Tec was born in 1974 because Van Wezel
wanted to develop a decent, lightweight,
squash shoe for the game he enjoyed so much.
At that stage he was working for an international agricultural-chemical company in Kenya and
Zimbabwe and frequently visited South Africa.
But, once the market became aware of this
new court shoe sensation he found out there
was a lot more to fish for and resigned from
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his day job to concentrate on building a multimillion Rand global footwear brand, delivering
13-m pairs annually in more than 100 countries.
Stores in the US — quite rightly — believed
that if Hi-Tec could produce a lightweight
court shoe, they could make a lightweight hiking shoe, which opened new sales channels. In
Holland their walking shoes drove brand recognition. “We re-engineered continuously for
popular sports like squash, badminton, tennis, soccer, hiking, walking,” he says, proudly
looking back.
When he created that first squash shoe, he
could not foresee how big Hi-Tec would eventually grow. “Now I know a little bit more
than in the squash days,” he says, and can
therefore foresee the possibilities of Duca del
Cosma becoming the top global technical golf
brand, and then branching out into fashion
lifestyle.

Being stubborn is their secret
“Application! Application! Application — and
being stubborn in what we do,” he responds to
a question about the reasons for their success.
“When things don’t work, we will apply ourselves again to solve the problem in another
way. We have a never give up attitude.
“For example, if we have production issues
in one factory, we will try another, if we have
issues with sales, we will try another sales
channel. But, we will not resign ourselves to
the problem, nor give up trying to resolve it.”
One of the unique ways of solving the problem of customers who are unhappy with a
product, is the now legendary letter and contact details of the chairman, inserted with
each product sold. The practice of Hi-Tec’s
chairman personally responding to the many
emails of praise, personal stories about products, as well as some complaints, has been
carried over to Duca del Cosma.
So often, when customers are unhappy with
a product, they don’t know where else to turn
apart from complaining to the retailer, who
was not responsible for the problem, explains
Van Wezel. By inviting customers to contact
him directly via email or telephone, he not

The rich suede and leather upper gives the Kuba
shoe a casual and sporty feel, while the orange
outsole brightens the look. The waterproof bootie
system with a breathable membrane keeps feet dry,
even in winter. It is fitted with an Airplay III outsole,
the 5mm nubs provide extra traction and stability
while the shape of this outsole has been developed
to be a more fashion-oriented, making this shoe perfect for on and off the golf course.

The Camelot golf shoe has a soft, full-grain, waterproof, leather upper. The waterproof booty system
has a breathable and waterproof membrane that
keeps feet dry. It has an ergonomic, comfortable
and removable soft PU insert sole. The Airplay Skyflex outsole has an anatomically designed S-channel
running through it to ensure optimal traction during
the downswing and a natural walking motion.

If you’re looking for a fun and trendy slip-on then the
Alenda is the go-to shoe in the collection. The soft
smooth leather with patent leather overlays and perforated details give this golf shoe a sneaker look. The
soft leather lining and insole provide an extra luxurious feel. It has a vulcanised outsole.

The soft smooth leather upper with patent leather
overlays and simple pattern make the Vicuna Black
a fashionable must have golf shoe, especially with
the raised platform outsole. The soft leather lining
and insole give this shoe an extra luxurious feel on
the foot.

New Duca del Cosma (above) and Hi-Tec styles (below).

The Ravus Vent Mid women’s hiking shoe has a suede
upper with synthetic trim, a padded collar and tongue
and soft mesh lining to provide a secure and comfortable
fit. The gusseted tongue keeps debris out. A lightweight,
durable fork shank ensures flexibility and stability and a
compression-moulded EVA midsole provides cushioning
and comfort. The M-D Traction outsole improves grip.

only shields the retailer from being hassled
by angry customers but can also take direct
action to ensure that the customer is happy
because the chairman had attended to his/her
problem personally.

Turning a complainant into a fan
He mentions the example of a woman who
phoned to complain that a Duca del Cosma
jacket had stained her white trousers. He was
surprised, because he had the same jacket
and never encountered a problem with stains,
but instead of questioning her claims, he immediately offered to refund her the cost of a
new pair of trousers. The €35 she quoted was
an excellent investment, because she could
hardly believe her ears and exclaimed that he
had made a Duca del Cosma customer for life!
“If she buys one pair of shoes, I would make
that €35 back over and over.”
Not to mention the good publicity the brand
will receive when she tells her fellow golfers
and friends that she received a personal refund from the chairman … as opposed to the
damage an unhappy customer would do who

The Tortola Escape has a high performance upper for support, durability and breathability. The
easy to use toggle fastening creates a secure fit
and a neoprene lining provides padding and protection for all day comfort. Other features are a
removable moulded EVA footbed and MDT rubber outsole, which improves grip.

complains to everybody about the damage she
suffered.
Furthermore, the direct communication
makes the shopkeepers happy. Because you do
not make their lives unduly difficult, they will
want to do business with you, he believes.
His son, Ed van Wezel, has swopped the corporate role of Hi-Tec International’s CEO for a
more entrepreneurial role. His new company,
International Brand Group, has taken over HiTec’s distribution and licensing in Latin America, Asia Pacific and Middle East.
“If I could have my life over, I would do everything the same in a heartbeat,” Van Wezel
concludes. “I cannot believe how blessed I
have been.”
Except, one regret: that he didn’t accept an
offer to invest in a small sport start-up, which
eventually became a multi-billion Pound business. But, he says philosophically, “sometimes
you have to make a mistake to ensure that you
do the right thing going forward.”
Perhaps thinking of the right thing he did
when he purchased and turned around Duca
del Cosma?
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Molten UEFA Europa League
ball available now

Lisa Raleigh Rebounds with Power
LISA RALEIGH, a wellness expert who is encouraging South Africans to improve their fitness through her Rebound program, has been
appointed South African brand ambassador
for the new Kinetic Power athletic footwear
range.
She advocates using Rebound – also known as
a trampoline - to jump your way to fitness by
following a program she developed. She will
appear in Power’s It’s your Move brand campaign, which is all about flexibility and adapting to the natural motion of your foot.
Raleigh’s program, Rebound with Power, will
be supported by in-store activations and will
also be promoted online and via print and social media.
“Lisa is a great match for Power as she brings
her unique brand of integrity and drive to the
table as an active voice of the targeted con-

sumers,” says Swastika Juggernath, marketing
manager for local distributor Bata South Africa. “As one of South Africa’s leading wellness
and fitness influencers we are confident that
she will drive engagement and interest.”
Raleigh says she is looking forward to her
new partnership with Power. “There is always
a sense of excitement when working with a
new brand and I am confident that my ethos
and what I represent will draw attention to
Power and engage new brand believers and
enthusiasts!”
Power’s range of durable and comfortable
mid-priced athletic footwear offers technology and styling at an affordable price, says Juggernath. “Power Footwear boasts a range of
colours and trendy designs to ensure that you
look great and feel even better when you’re
on the go,” she says.

Selena Gomez works with PUMA on DefyxS
THE DEFY x SG features some of Selena Gomez’s favourite materials and forms part of the new
SG x PUMA collection that she co-created with PUMA. Defy has a bold, daring silhouette that
boasts a show-stopping design, and
works for fierce women who are ready
to conquer the world, says PUMA.
“Selena Gomez is the perfect embodiment of DEFY. Gomez’s success as
a singer, actress, producer and fashion
icon makes her an inspiration to millions around the world. Daring, brave,
unapologetic and unafraid to defy
standards. She is always on the move
and needs versatility wherever she
goes. The DEFY x SG does just that.
Its textured upper shines brighter than
your highlighter, but its grayish tones
provide an overall subtle look,” says
PUMA.
The lightweight shoe has a fully knitted upper with strategically placed TPU
pieces for upper support, and Profoam
for instant cushioning and high rebound.
The launch also marked the one-yearanniversary of PUMA and Gomez’s relationship. To celebrate, the brand is
donating $100 000 to the Selena Gomez Fund for Lupus Research, which she created with the
help of the Keck School of Medicine of USC. More than 7-m people globally are affected by lupus
and there is currently no cure yet.
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REPLICAS OF the official Molten UEFA Europa
League soccer ball used in the group stage
matches are locally available from Molten SA
(formerly Two Oceans Sport). This is the first
time that the Japanese brand, known worldwide as the official ball sponsor for international basketball, provides an official match
ball for the UEFA Europa League.
The ball, with its exclusive design and
striking orange graphics, is an adaptation of
Molten’s flagship football model, the Vantaggio 5000.
Their unique thermal bonding technology
promotes shape retention and reduces water
absorption to ensure top class performance
in all weather conditions. The thermal bonding creates a smooth, seamless cover with a
uniform shape, which cannot be achieved with
hand stitching.
Dimples on the surface enable better ball
control, resulting in more accurate passes and
shots, by reducing turbulence around the ball.
The orange UEFA Europa League energy wave
brand identity represents the journey of the
clubs throughout Europe, expressing the highs
and lows of the thrilling adventure, explains
Molten. The energy wave also increases visual
recognition.
In the group stage professional teams from
27 national soccer associations compete. The
last match in the group stages is played on 13
December. This will be followed by a round of
32, where the 12 group winners and runners up
are joined by 8 third-placed teams in the concurrent UEFA Champions League group stage,
played between February and May 2019.

Dunlop sponsors ATP Next Gen
Dunlop has signed a multi-year agreement with the ATP Next Gen Final to be a
gold sponsor and the official ball supplier
from next year.
The ball brand recently also became the
official ball sponsor of the Australian
Open.

in the news
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Skechers partners with African designer
SKECHERS GAINED a firm African foothold when designer Nao Serati Mofammere chose the brand as runway partner to showcase his S/S 2018 Nao
Serati unisex collection during the recent Johannesburg African Fashion
Week, presented by African Fashion International (AFI).
Twelve local models walked the Melrose Arch fashion runway in a variety
of designs, with the chunky It shoe line, D’Lites, making a standout statement. The Nao Serati brand, launched in 2014, “aired a sense of wonder,
innovation and gave us a glimpse into the glittery future of African fashion,” says Ahmed Habib, Country Manager for local Skechers distributor
Brandfolio SA.
The D’Lites silhouette has always attracted designers, he adds, and “we
were excited to see how seamless Nao paired the iconic shoe with his collection in way that celebrates South African heritage.” With fashion bloggers and influencers giving it the nod of approval “we anticipate that the
D’Lites line has found popularity and a new home in South Africa."
The Nao Serati collection, inspired by South African youth culture, questions what it means to be a modern African. “As Skechers we believe in
enabling the creative spirit of Africa and we are excited about this new
journey with Nao,” says Habib. “We love how he merges conceptual fashion
that rivals global trends, in a way that echoes a spirit of innovation and
authenticity.”

... and on New York runways
Seven of this year’s New York Fashion Week shows featured models wearing
Skechers’ D’Lites paired with an eclectic assortment of designer fashion
active- and swimwear collections for Spring/Summer 2019.
D’Lites styles such as the classic black and white Biggest Fan as well as
select colourways from the One Piece anime collection stole the spotlight.
“Skechers is the original chunky sneaker dating back nearly two decades,
and we love that so many designers are choosing to coordinate Skechers
D’Lites with their new collections,” says Robert Greenberg, Skechers chief
executive officer. “From influencers around the globe to fashion press to
the runways this week, Skechers D’Lites is in-demand and on-trend with a
uniquely Skechers level of comfort that people love.”

Skechers reaches out to distressed communities
SKECHERS HAS donated 15 000 pairs of
shoes to children in Puerto Rica, which
still remains in need of many essentials
a year after Hurricane Maria. The donation forms part of its BOBS from Skechers
philanthropic shoe program, which has donated 15-m pairs of new shoes to children
around the world who are affected by poverty, homelessness and natural disasters.
In February Skechers also donated 5
000 pairs of socks and 2 400 backpacks
to Puerto Rico residents.
“Recovery from hurricanes is not a
sprint, it’s a marathon – and much work
still needs to be done in Puerto Rico,” says Michael Greenberg, president of Skechers.
“We saw this with power taking nearly a
year to be completely restored to the island,
and we’re seeing it in the families still putting
their lives back together today. It’s crucial that
we continue to distribute supplies to families
in cities as well as more remote regions to let
them know that they haven’t been forgotten.
“And with residents just beginning to as-

sess the damage from Hurricane Florence, our
outreach continues as we expect to be in the
Carolinas in the coming months to help those
impacted in that region as well.”
This year, the Skechers Foundation broke
their fundraising record for children with special needs and education at the 10th annual
Skechers Pier to Pier Friendship Walk, surpassing $2-m in contributions. Since the walk was
launched in 2009 more than $11-m. The event
was attended by more than 15 000 walkers

as well as numerous entertainment and
sport celebrities.
“This event has affected thousands of
our kids in profound ways,” says Michael
Greenberg, co-founder of the Skechers
Pier to Pier Friendship Walk.
It supports kids with special needs
through more than 33 Friendship Foundation school clubs. The Friendship
Foundation assists children with special
needs and their families through one-onone peer mentoring and social recreational activities such as summer camps,
outings to sporting events and a variety
of classes that include music, yoga, cooking,
art and drama.
Funds generated by the walk also supports
other education foundations offering academic programs, smaller classes, improving libraries and upgrading school technology.
The Friendship Walk also supports the Skechers Foundation’s annual scholarship program,
which will next year donate $100 000 to deserving students across the US.
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International sales boost Skechers
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SKECHERS’ THIRD quarter sales increased by
7.5% thanks in part to its growing international wholesale sales that were up 11.8% in the
quarter compared to Q3 2017,
while domestic (US) wholesale
sales decreased by 3%. For the
first nine months of 2018, international wholesale sales increased by 18.9% and domestic was roughly flat – overall
the company reported a 11.5%
sales increase for this period.
Company-owned store sales
increased by 10.6% during
Q3 and 13.7% during the first
nine months. Skechers now
has 2 802 company-owned and
third-party run stores across
the world. Globally, its company-owned retail stores increased by 1.9% during the first three quarters
of 2018 – a 3% increase in the US, but a 0.8%
decline in international stores.
The international part of the company now
comprises 55.5% of its sales. Overall, with
wholesale and own-stores combined, Skechers
reported a 12.5% sales increase for its international business during Q3 and a 1.8% growth in
the domestic market. For the first three quarters, the international side increased by 19.7%

Brands

and domestic by 3.4%.
Skechers expects domestic
business to grow in the fourth
quarter.
“Achieving record third quarter sales is a notable accomplishment given the strength
of our third quarter 2017
sales,” says Robert Greenberg,
Skechers chief executive officer. “Both our domestic and
international businesses grew,
and we remained the leader in
walking, work, casual lifestyle
and sandals footwear in the
United States.”
Its D’Lites range has experienced renewed interest these past two years
and is now a top fashion style in the US and
Europe, and has growing interest in South
America, India and the Middle East. Even men
are embracing the chunky style, he says.
“Through Skechers D’Lites,we are reaching
a younger, more fashion-savvy audience, and
getting press — from Marie Claire and Elle to
HypeBae — and social media influencers are
embracing this signature look.”

Most popular sneaker brands on Amazon
The fashion sneaker brands below are the
most popular amongst US customers shopping
on Amazon.

The data was compiled by Market Beyond,
a data analysis company, based on research
done in January and February 2017.

RUN A SPECIAL DEAL FOR A
NAMEDAY RETAIL PERIOD
SUCH AS END OF SEASON
CLEARANCES, VALENTINE’S
DAY, OR EASTER?

Vans

19

13

Skechers

11

22

adidas

18

12

Vans

19

13

Skechers

11

22

adidas

18

12

Converse

11

10

Converse

11

10

WE CAN ASSIST!

Nike

8

4

PUMA

7

6

PUMA

7

6

Nike

8

4

New Balance

6

3

Onitsuka Tiger

4

4

Under Armour

4

3

New Balance

6

3

Onitsuka Tiger

4

4

Under Armour

4

3

Polo Ralph Lauren

3

3

Polo Ralph Lauren

3

3

at ADD+ we have an affordable solution for YOUR
major retail period marketing needs! we offer window
display solutions for major retail periods to boost
attraction to your store by enhancing the visual
appeal of your shop front! We also offer other
various retail marketing products and services,
feel free to contact us to find out more!

TO REQUEST

OUR CATALOGUE
EMAIL:

sales@addplus.co.za
OR FOR MORE INFO, CALL:

074 167 0836
WWW.WINDOWDISPLAYS.CO.ZA
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Basketball boost PUMA sales
PUMA'S STRONG growth in Q3 is partly attributed to its sponsorship of the NBA. Basketball
sales contributed to the 14% (currency-adjusted) sales growth to €1.24-bn even before the
official start of the season.
Operating profit improved by 28% to €130-m compared to Q3 in 2017.
"We still see large shifts in product trends and consumer demand but feel we have reacted fast enough to continue our growth,” PUMA CEO Bjorn Gulden told investors. “The
pre-launch of basketball for North America at the end of the quarter created a lot of noise
and although it is very early days, the sell-through of our first shoe model has been very
positive.”
PUMA has also signed new brand ambassadors in the quarter, for example, model Adriana
Lima, football star Luis Suarez from FC Barcelona and Borussia Dortmund's Axel Witsel.
PUMA also adjusted its forecast for the rest of the year to an expected sales growth
of 14-16%.
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in the news

Above: Ghost.
Left: Adrenaline.

Brooks achieves record growth

Stuart Hopwood of Bolton Footwear with some Olympic shoes.

Technology helps grow Olympic International
DESPITE THE tough economic conditions, Olympic International has
shown a 25% year-on-year growth. The sport brand, distributed by Bolton
Footwear, has been investing in including technology in its ranges.
“Today our ranges include all the latest performance enhancing designs
and technology, thus gaining popularity and acceptance from our sporty
nation,” says Stuart Hopwood, Head of Group Marketing at Bolton Footwear. “Leading world technology is standard application in all our shoe
designs, backed up by an international quality assurance system.
“Our marketing focus has shifted towards building Olympic International as a world class, locally-grown sports brand. The brand now offers outstanding technical sports footwear at affordable prices, enabling sports
enthusiasts to get into their chosen sports discipline and excel at it.”
While the majority of the range is currently imported, there are plans
to get as much as possible manufactured locally in order to create more
jobs and stimulate the economy.

Bad weather doesn’t get Shimano down
THERE HAS been a 7.3% increase in fishing tackle sales for Shimano during the first three quarters, compared to the same period last year, while
the bicycle components division grew sales by 2.2%. Overall the company
reported a 3.2% sales increase. This is despite the heavy rains, typhoons
and hurricane in Japan and the US.
Its fishing tackle division makes up 21.1% of the company’s net sales,
and the bicycle components accounts for 78.8%.
“Inspired by our mission, to promote health and happiness through the
enjoyment of nature and the world around us, the Shimano Group sought
to attract consumers with a stream of captivating products designed
to enrich the experience of cyclists and anglers around the world, and
moreover attuned to the contemporary emphasis on well-being and the
environment,” says the company.
Sport e-bikes did relatively well in Europe and Japan, even with its
unseasonable weather.
Completed bicycle sales in the US were on par with an average year,
but in China they were “feeble”, says Shimano. The Southeast Asia region
as a whole “lacked vigour although retail sales of completed bicycles
showed signs of a gradual recovery in Indonesia”. South American sales
showed signs of a slowdown due to currency depreciation and political
instability in Brazil and Argentina.
Shimano’s new high-end 105 Series bike component was well received,
it says.
Fishing sales in Japan were sluggish due to the heavy rains and typhoons. The US sales stay robust, despite the impacts of the hurricane.
The growing popularity of sports fishing is growing the Asian market.
“The new Durado DC baitcasting reel was highly acclaimed, particularly
in North America, where sales exceeded the previous year’s level,” says
Shimano.

BROOKS ACHIEVED record growth by the end of Q3 this year. Year to
date, the brand has experienced a 29% increase in global revenue,
which was fuelled by a 32% increase in global footwear sales. The
Ghost and Adrenaline GTS shoes alone saw sale increases of 52% and
32% respectively, with new styles also reporting strong sales.
In South Africa, the Ghost 11 is Brooks’ overall best-selling shoe.
The EMEA region grew revenue by 27%, driven by Germany, Austria and Switzerland, while the Asia Pacific and Latin America region
grew by 25%, driven by a 25% growth in Australia.
In the US, Brooks now holds the #2 spot in the adult performance
running footwear market, having increased its dollar share to 12.4%
in the year ending August 2018, reports the NPD Groups’ Retail
Tracking Service.
During the same period it also reached the #1 spot in the $100+
average selling price market segment for adult performance running
footwear in the US – it now has 23% dollar share.
Brooks has been expanding its reach to India, a new territory, and
relaunched its brand in South Korea. By the end of the year, it plans
to have also launched in Mexico.
“The growth we’re seeing at Brooks is incredibly exciting because
it indicates our brand is resonating with runners who are choosing
our gear as they head out the door on their runs,” said Brooks CEO
Jim Weber. “We are more focused than ever on delivering the best
gear for all who run and inspiring more people around the world to
run and be active.”
Not only has Brooks seen good results and growth in the markets;
its products have also earned rewards from several companies:
• Editor’s Choice from Runner’s World for the Ghost 11 and Caldera 2;
• Best Buy from Runner’s World for the Ravenna 9;
• Gear of the Year from Outside Magazine for the Bedlam and
Mazama 2;
• Editor’s Choice from Competitor for the Levitate 2;
• Editor’s Choice from Outdoor Gear Lab for the Adrenaline GTS 18;
• Best Running Shoe under $100 from Gear Patrol for the Launch 5;
• Sole Mate award from Women’s Running for the Glycerin 16;
• Editor’s Choice (Best Energize Return) from Canadian Running for
the Levitate 2;
• Editor’s Choice from Women’s Running UK for the Launch 5 and
Levitate 2;
• Editor’s Choice from Trail Runner for the FastForward Crossback;
• Best Sports Bra from Siftung Warentest for the Juno.

Fishing brand news
Pure Fishing has been sold to a New York private equity group Sycamore Partners in a deal that is worth $1.3-bn. The price Newell Brands
got for the company surprised several industry commentators, who
valued the fishing brands distributed by Pure Fishing at a lower price.
The equity group owns no other outdoor-related industries.
Columbia will next year sponsor the Sport Fishing World Games hosted by the SA Sportfishing and Casting Confederation (SASSACC) between 9-17 February at 11 locations. The games will include sea shore
angling, carp fishing, match fishing, black bass, artificial lure fishing
and fly fishing. More than 1 500 participants from 42 countries are
expected. Columbia is locally distributed by Brand ID.
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Big growth for authentic polo brand
U.S. POLO ASSN., the official licensed brand
of the American association promoting the
sport featuring horses and mallets, is expecting to report global double-digit growth for
2018. The $1.6-bn (R22.85-bn) sport-inspired
global lifestyle brand is now represented in
166 countries — including South Africa — and
operates more than 1 050 monobrand stores
across the world.
The brand was officially introduced into the
South African market earlier this year by Stable Brands. “We are getting a lot of support
from the American official licensing company,
who is backing us fully,” says Andrew Robinson. In order to grow the consumer brand
awareness Stable brands has just launched a
national marketing campaign covering, print
media, bill boards and social media platforms.
The polo association's trademarks and logos
are managed worldwide by USPA Global Licensing (USPAGL), a wholly-owned subsidiary
of the US Polo Association (USPA).
It founded the U.S. Polo Assn. brand 37
years ago to generate funds to market and
promote the sport. Since then, it has evolved
into a strong global clothing brand, which is
one of the largest sport brands in India, the
Middle East and Turkey.
As can be expected of the official brand
representing polo sport, the clothing range
includes classic garments for men, women
and children.
The brand is proud of its connection with

The Springboks will be wearing jerseys supplied by
ASICS SA for another five years until 2024 — which
will incorporate events such as the tour by the British
and Irish Lions to South Africa in 2021 and the 2023
Rugby World Cup. The brand became SA Rugby’s official apparel and footwear supplier in 2014. ASICS
will provide playing apparel and footwear to all national teams including the Springboks, Springbok
Sevens team, Junior Springboks and all the national
women’s teams.
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the actual sport and, of course, also offers
performance wear and lifestyle products for
polo players. Its global brand ambassadors,
Ashley Bush and Juan Bollini, are both polo
players, and its licensing arm, USPAGL, is the
official US polo broadcaster.
In a consumer survey conducted in the US,
Australia and UK, 86% of the respondents said
authenticity is a key factor in determining
which brands they will support. For millennials authenticity is even more important,
with 96% indicating that brand authenticity
is highly valued.
It will be difficult to find a more authentic
connection than that between the U.S. Polo
Assn. brand and USPA: the brand is managed
by USPAGL, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the

Above and right below: Superga’s new
store in Cape Town’s V&A Waterfront
features a modern, minimalistic design to allow the products to shine. The
designers also made the most of the
great potential of having a store on the
intersection between two passages: the
two glass walls allow passersby to get
a good view of the footwear inside from
two sides of the store. The walls are also
lined with several different styles of footwear to lure consumers inside. The store
focuses on ladies’ footwear, which is the
biggest market these days for the footwear brand.

governing body for the sport of polo. Founded in 1981, revenues generated by the brand
fund the organization and marketing of the
sport, the support of polo players, training
and education of young athletes, and programs to make the sport more accessible to
future generations.
The brand also points out that its unique
logo featuring two horsemen realistically depicts how the game is played. The use of the
double horse trademark by a local brand is
also currently under scrutiny in court.
“Where the sport goes, the brand goes and
where the brand goes the sport goes,” says
David Cummings, former polo player and
chairman of the board at USPAGL. “We started out as more of a mid-tier brand in the US
but have expanded internationally into more
of a bridge to an accessible premium brand
with great quality-to-price offerings.”
According to U.S. Polo Assn. it is a misconception that polo is an elite sport. “It fosters
an inclusive environment, where everyone
is invited to be a part of this extraordinary
sport.”
When the sport was born in Persia 2 000
years ago, the players were the mounted nomads from across Central Asia. It only later
became popular amongst the upper classes.
The British occupiers of India introduced the
sport in England, from where the publisher of
the New York Herald transported it across the
Atlantic and in 1890 the USPA was officially
formed.
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Anti-competitive
bullying in the industry?
When does healthy competition and attempts to protect a brand
and market share become uncompetitive and unacceptable? It’s
simple: when a strong company uses bullying tactics to force another to do its bidding, the trading fields become decidedly unlevel.
What’s more, it’s illegal. Words: Trudi du Toit

I

n recent months some disturbing trade
practices have been brought to our attention: for example, several retailers
across the country report that they
received veiled threats from a market
leading supplier in a specific sector that it
would cut them off from all the brands it supplies, if they stock a rival brand.
If true, this is a direct contravention of the
Competition Act. Section 8 of the Act prohibits a dominant firm from requiring or inducing a supplier or customer to not deal with a
competitor. Furthermore, bullying is defined
in the Cambridge English Dictionary as to use
superior strength or influence to intimidate
(someone), typically to force them to do
something.
Such behaviour is therefore not only distasteful and socially unacceptable, it is illegal.
Perhaps the most worrying aspect is that
many of the retailers we spoke to accepted
these actions as everyday trade practices
against which they have no recourse — although a few recognised them as anti-compet-

If these are indeed found
to be prohibited practices that contravene the
Competitions Act and
the recipients play along,
they become complicit in
illegal acts
itive practices.
What they don’t realise is that if these allegations are indeed true and they play along with
the supplier they become co-conspirators —
and could be held equally liable of contravening the Competitions Act.
Section 5 of the Competitions Act deals
with Restrictive vertical practices (for example, an agreement between a supplier
and retailer) that are prohibited and reads:
An agreement between parties in a vertical
relationship is prohibited if it has the effect
of substantially preventing or lessening com-

petition in a market.
The law refers to an agreement between
parties, which means that whoever agrees to
refuse goods from a competitor is as guilty of
breaking the law as the one asking — or coercing — him not to stock the competing goods.
Retailers told us that because nothing was
put in writing, they believed they had no proof
to take further action. They feared that they
would not be believed that an implied verbal
threat had been made that should they continue to stock the rival brand, their business relationship with this supplier will be re-assessed.
Yet, retailers from across the country tell
the same tale about this conversation with
the suppliers’ agents. All of them believed
that they would lose the suppliers’ business if
they did not comply and most of them took
the implied threat seriously enough to return
the stock of the rival brand.
For some of these retailers the potential
loss of the brands supplied by this distributor
would have meant a serious blow to their businesses — some said these brands To p22
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Uncompetitive bullies from p21
contribute as much as 25% of their turnover.
“My predicament is that the brands are so
strong,” says a retailer who acknowledges
that the supplier was acting anti-competitively. “The problem is that my livelihood depends
on getting stock from them,” and “the risk is
much too high because I can lose 4-5 other
brands that are important to me,” are other
comments.
All the retailers we spoke to said they would
have liked to stock products from the rival
brand, had they not been warned off. “Their
stuff is very good,” says one. If the legalities
can be sorted out, he’ll stock both rival brands
alongside each other, said another. After all,
“by law they can’t stop us, and they can’t stop
supplying us,” he believes.
By law, no.
A retailer who refused to be threatened and
continued to stock the rival brand had a different experience. After he refused to bow to
pressure, his orders for a major international
footwear brand supplied by the threatening
supplier simply went astray … yet, he had
received a full order of the same brand two
weeks before the conversation with the agent.
“My account is 100% up to date,” he says, “and
yet for the past three months I have not received a single product from them, not even
a pair of socks.”
When he complained to the agent who used
to supply him that his actions are anti-competitive, he got the response that he was so
ordered by head-office. “This anti-competitive action hurts the agent that would have
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As many litigant have
found to their dismay, instituting legal action does
not mean an automatic
judgement in your favour
sold me the products, and it hurts my customers, who are denied a choice of the suppliers’
brands.”
It would be difficult for a supplier withholding goods from a retailer to plead complete innocence, advocate Trudi Makhaya, the former
advocacy and stakeholder relations manager
at the Competition Commission, told Sports
Trader a few years ago. “He would in some
way benefit from the arrangement.”

Warnings about legal action
In two unrelated, yet similar, cases a dominant retail group as well as a leading brand
sent letters to suppliers and retailers warning
that they are instituting legal action against
a competitor … implying that they are being
considerate by warning their customers that
it would be in their best interest to distance
themselves from the companies named.
I am sure that by now you would have been
contacted by the new “Mr Tekkie” team to
supply to them. As a current business partner of your company I have an obligation and
duty to inform you that we have commenced
a court process to enforce restraint of trade
provisions against them. This could affect

potential dealings that you might have with
them, Pepkor CEO Leon Lourens advised suppliers in September.
In another lawyer’s letter sent on behalf of
the LA Group, trademark attorneys Adams &
Adams are giving retailers a heads up that
they are taking action legal against another
brand stocked by the retailer, whom they believe infringes their trademarks.
Both these letters are a bit like a guy warning his mates to stay away from a certain girl
because he’s going to marry her … before he
actually asks her to go on a date. A tad premature. Because, as many litigant have found
to their dismay, instituting legal action is far
from a judgement in your favour.
In the Pepkor restraint of trade application
the judge actually gave the Mr Tekkie retail
stores the go-ahead to continue trading. She
ruled that the Mr Tekkie founders provide
much needed employment. They should not
be hampered in their economic activity beyond the effective date.
They were only prohibited from stocking shoe
styles that were in Tekkie Town on or before the
effective date of 1 October 2016, when Tekkie
Town became part of Steinhoff (See p24).
Suppliers who did heed the warning letter,
therefore denied consumers access to their
products in competing outlets, because they
were scared off by the dominant Tekkie Town
with 381 stores.
The trademark infringement case mentioned
in the other letter was still ongoing at the time
of going to print.
But, even if the writers of these letters had
the best intentions, the Competition Act pro-
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Left: Vans Old Skool and Skechers D’Lites (right) are the most
popular fashion sneakers amongst Americans on Amazon.

What are the dominant brands in the market?
THE COMPETITION ACT makes special mention of dominant companies using their
market power to act against competitors.
Besides, using market power to get a competitive advantage is also an act of bullying.
The Competition Act defines a company
with market power in terms of the percentage market share it holds, namely:
• 45%: Presence of market power is presumed;
• More than 35% but less than 45%: Unless
the firm can show that it does not have
market power;
• Less than 35%: If it is established that the
firm has market power.
To determine that is unfortunately not so
easy in the very diverse South African sport,
outdoor and lifestyle market. The lack of local statistics on brand market share and the
very diverse nature of our retail industry
makes it almost impossible to determine who
has dominant market share simply by looking
at the percentage of annual sales generated
in South Africa.
A brand may be essential for one retailer
because his customers are dedicated fans
— while another trading in the same space
will give it limited shelf space because his
customers love another brand. Both retailers
may sell only a limited number of goods from
a top brand, because it could be all they are
allowed to (or can afford to) stock.

But, every retailer knows (or believes) that
there are certain brands he cannot do without as it attracts customers to his store, even
if he just stocks a limited number of styles
and the brand’s sales contribute a minute
percentage to his total.
It could therefore be possible that a brand
contributes only 10% of a specific retailer’s
revenue — possibly because the brand only
allows the retailer to stock a limited offering — but everybody in the industry will know
that his fear that customers will simply walk
out and shop elsewhere if he does not stock
that brand is entirely legitimate.
The Americans, however, have wonderful statistics about market share, shopper
behaviour and just about every aspect of
retailing. While we are the first to acknowledge that South Africans are not the same as
Americans, we also know that the internet
has brought whatever happens in the American market much closer to home.
A 2017 Market Beyond* survey of American shopper preferences for fashion sneaker
brands on Amazon.com is therefore an eyeopener. It clearly shows that six brands dominate in the online fashion sneaker market:
Vans (most views), Skechers (most sales),
adidas, Converse, Nike and PUMA.
Interestingly, according to the survey Skechers was the most popular brand amongst
women, with 30% of sales and a high 3% con-

version of views to sales. Their D’Lites style
was the most popular.
In the men’s fashion sneaker market adidas
led with 16% interest and Neo was their most
popular line. Converse, led by Chuck Taylor
sales, was the next most popular amongst
men (15%), followed by Vans (14%), with Old
Skool their most popular line.
The Amazon survey differs from the market
share and actual global revenue generated
by the brands, where Nike is the undisputed
athletic footwear market leader with over US
$19.8-bn in sales income reported in 2016 —
more than the combined revenues of #2 adidas (US $10.7-bn) and #3 PUMA (US $1.7-bn).
Converse, owned by Nike, generated about US
$1.89-bn in sales in the 2018 financial year.
In South Africa, the Converse trademark is
registered to the same Oregon, US, address
as Nike and any trade action thus has the
backing of the full Nike might.
We would therefore also label Converse/
Nike as dominant brands with superior influence and (market) strength in South Africa.

hibits one company to impede or prevent a
firm from entering into or expanding within
a market or to require or induce a supplier or
customer to not deal with a competitor.
The test questions should always be: will
my action lessen competition? Will my action
benefit the consumer? The wrong question to
ask would be: how much will it harm my business if I don’t restrict supply? Makhaya told
Sports Trader, pointing out that consumers
can only benefit if goods are brought to the
attention of as many people as possible so that
they can shop around to get the best service or
price. “Once a distributor limits the supply to
a retailer, one has to question why.”

Levi’s and Klevas. With the exception of Levi’s
all the trademarks of these brands are registered to South African companies, but a South
African company has a license to develop Levi’s footwear ranges for the local market.
It is not clear what the purpose of the question is — but the distributor of the big brand
did send retailers cease and desists letters
three years ago, claiming that some of these
legally registered South African brands were
counterfeit and illegal copies of their brand.
That was during the time that Converse sued
22 companies and 31 major brands worldwide
for alleged trademark infringement ... and
lost most of the lawsuits.
But, whatever the reason for the question,
the Competition Commission will wonder why
it had been asked in the first place. It will also
want to know what the supplier will do with
the information thus obtained.
If the object of the supplier is to exclude
a retailer from stocking his brand alongside
these other legitimate South African brands,

he would find it difficult to convince the commission that he is acting in the best interests
of consumers.
If not, his actions may be construed as limiting competition … which carries a penalty fine.

Asking about rival brands
In a third scenario retailers who apply to stock
a leading international footwear brand must
complete an invasive questionnaire.
One of the questions is if the applicant
stocks the following brands: Soviet, Jack Parcel’s (sic), Loxion Kulca (misspelt as Locion),

* Market Beyond is a company that collects and
analyzes data about shopper decisions, brand
market share and product and category competition in the market. The report referred to
above is about the US fashion sneaker market
and the research was conducted between January and February 2017.

Other anti-competitive actions
Most readers will be familiar with other anticompetitive actions that the Competition Act
prohibits, namely:
• No supplier may prescribe the price at
which retailers have to sell goods — it is
permitted to suggest a price, as long as no
retailer is forced to sell goods at that price
and no action is taken against a retailer who
discounts.
• A supplier may also not require a retailer
who applies to stock an item, say footwear
for example, to take various other products
as well. Nor may the supplier of a dominant
brand force retailers to stock other, less desirable brands, in order to receive the top
brand.
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Mr Tekkie shareholders Dawie van Niekerk and Michael Brown with
Ian Stevenson (right), who designed the Mr Tekkie store interiors.

Braam van Huyssteen, Tekkie Town and the new Mr Tekkie founder, with
CEO Bernard Mostert at the opening of the Mr Tekkie store in Cape Town.

Mr Tekkie opens ...
and the fight goes on
The roll-out of the Mr Tekkie lifestyle retail chain has begun —
legally — amid an ever-growing list of court cases that makes
this the industry’s most bitter divorce ever. Words: Trudi du Toit

I

n the 21 years of Sports Trader’s existence
we cannot recall any parting between executives and a company that has turned
into such a bitter divorce as the one between
Pepkor and the former Tekkie Town shareholders, now the new Mr Tekkie founders.
At the heart of the numerous court cases (11
at last count) and interdicts is a custody battle
over Tekkie Town (TT), founded by Braam van
Huyssteen and grown into a chain of 381 stores
with the help of the management team of Bernard Mostert (CEO), Dawie van Niekerk (COO),
Michael Brown and Gert Claassen. Their names
appear on most of the court papers — either as
applicants or respondents.
The custody fight began after the relations
between the TT shareholders and Pepkor executives broke down to such an extent that
they moved out (see Sports Trader Q3: From
Tekkie Town to Mr Tekkie).
Since then, Pepkor claims they have been
trying to protect TT from its former shareholders, whom it claims are hell-bent on reducing
the value of the footwear chain so that they
can buy it back at a discount price.
This is disputed by the former TT shareholders, who say TT rightfully belong to them,
because the share swop was a scam. In the
meantime, they have the right to earn a living
and as retailing is the only business they know,
they founded the Mr Tekkie lifestyle chain.
The first three stores opened in October in
Acorn Hoek, Mpumalanga, Bloemfontein and
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The respondents would be
able to continue operating Mr Tekkie stores and
roll out as envisaged
Cape Town, with 12 to follow on Black Friday
(23 November this year) and then 50 per year.
These lifestyle stores will run as a separate,
complimentary, business with the TT footwear
chain once they get it back, they say.
Judge Elizabeth Baartman of the Western
Cape High Court agreed with them that they
have a right to earn a living — and also provide
for their 110 employees — when she ruled in
the urgent restraint of trade interdict brought
by Pepkor. This was, however, amended during the application to prevent the former TT
shareholders from selling the same shoe codes
that were in-store on the date that the chain
was transferred to Steinhoff.
“The respondents would be able to continue
operating Mr Tekkie stores and roll out as envisaged,” she ruled — except that they may
not stock or sell footwear listed on annexure
A, a confidential list of the footwear that TT
sold on 1 October 2016 and before.
The list was not produced in court, but it
was supposed to be attached to the order after verification by both parties and the judge.
Since it is highly unlikely that a supplier
would provide styles that are two years old to a

new fashion lifestyle store, the new Mr Tekkie
founders were confident that they would have
none of the style codes in store ... should such
a list of all TT stock on that date be provided.
The date 1 October 2016 is significant because that is when the former TT shareholders joined Steinhoff and signed an agreement
not to utilise or disclose any intellectual property, expertise, or confidential information
about the TT business they had on that date,
or before. “Despite the obvious skill the respondents have, their knowledge of the Tekkie
Town brands and pricing, among others, is an
interest worthy of protection. That interest is
threatened,” the judge agreed with Pepkor.
She also said the interest can be protected
without too much interference in the respondents’ economic activities. “Prior to that date,
the respondents have employed entrepreneurial skill, talent, and have achieved much
success. They provide much needed employment. They should not be hampered in their
economic activity beyond the effective date.”
The next court date is early in December,
when the adversary’s will argue whether the
Mr Tekkie name is an intellectual property
breach of the Tekkie Town trademark — or alternatively, is so similar as to cause confusion
in the market.
While it is indisputable that Mr Tekkie was
registered as a retail store by Reinhard Barnard
of the former Model Sport store in Worcester
in 1999, two years before Tekkie Town was
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Above: Members of the industry attended the opening of the Mr Tekkie store in Cape Town.
Above right: Until October this year Mr Tekkie traded
as part of the Ye Store in Mitchell’s Plain — with a
Tekkie Town about 50m away.
Right: Tekkie Town has done several joint promotions
with Mr Tekkie shoes and the Mr Tekkie mascot.

The background
TEKKIE TOWN (TT) became part of Steinhoff
on October 1, 2016 after what was supposed
to be an equal share swop to the value of
R3.5-bn. As everybody knows, the value of the
Steinhoff shares became almost worthless in
December 2017, and the arguments around
the legality of the transaction will be a riveting
court case, once a date is set. Shortly before
the fall of Steinhoff, TT was transferred (not
sold) to Steinhoff Africa Retail (STAR), which
listed on the JSE and later reverted to the
name Pepkor. This was after former Pepkor executives replaced most of the Steinhoff team.
The former TT shareholders were employed to
run the STAR: Speciality division, including TT.
founded, Pepkor argues that the name had not
been in use over the past five years and that it
is therefore no longer valid.
“This illustrates a lack of knowledge about
the market in which the TT stores trade by the
applicant Corne Klem, head of Speciality at
Pepkor, where TT now resides,” Barnard said
in an affidavit.
On 5 October 2018, the day he was deposed,
there was a Mr Tekkie store operating 50m
from the TT store in the Phillipi Plaza in Mitchells Plain. Even though this was as part of the
Ye! Fashion store, the Mr Tekkie signage is very
prominent. As proof, he included photos in his

affidavit (see above).
The Ye! Fashion stores have accommodated
Mr Tekkie store-in-stores since 2012, and until
recently brochures and advertisements also
depicted the Mr Tekkie trademark, including
a tekkie or sneaker, which is also seen on the
current, updated Mr Tekkie trademark. TT argues that this depiction of the tekkie in the Mr
Tekkie logo causes confusion with the Tekkie
Town logo.
Barnard also introduced a Mr Tekkie line of
shoes, which were sold in various TT stores,
without anybody confusing the two brand
names, he says. A Mr Tekkie mascot, also reg-

istered by Barnard, was used in various TT promotions (see above).
“From time to time, the Mr Tekkie logo was
prominently displayed in Tekkie Town stores
such as that in Atterbury. This was possible because neither Barnard nor Van Huyssteen has
ever considered these marks to be confusingly
similar,” added Mr Tekkie CEO Bernard Mostert
in his affidavit.
At issue is also whether the shop fittings Ian
Stevenson designed for Mr Tekkie resembled
those he previously designed for Tekkie Town
(see images below). He said he designed everything new to fit the punchy Mr Tekkie image.

Above: Inside Mr Tekkie in Cape Town. Right: Tekkie Town in Canal Walk.
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It’s holiday time!
Is your stock ready?

p26 :: Outdoor

Plan your stock to offer your customers the most innovative and interesting new
products for their holidays – whether they are planning to go camping, head for
the beach, or travel across border or overseas.

N

o matter how bad the economy,
South Africans will be heading
to holiday spots in December
and January. The only difference
could be that they may scale
down on the time spent away from their jobs
and homes, as well as the destination and type
of accommodation they choose.
Campsites, which are still quite affordable,
are bound to benefit (see overleaf).
With many campsites and national parks offering discounts to pensioners during the week,
camping is growing in popularity amongst people who have retired and have the time and
money to go on extended camping trips. And
they buy equipment that make their trip as
comfortable as possible.
A quick troll on Facebook shows how astonishingly popular camping is amongst South Africans — especially pensioners and Afrikaans
speaking families.
The six Facebook pages that popped up with
a superficial search have a combined membership of 93 540. Sure, several of these pages
will have membership that overlap, but at
least three pages have more than 20 000 members. My camping sites has 27 146 members,
Kamp-Mal has 26 178 members and Karavane
koop en verkoop has 20 426 members. Another
site, Senior kampeerders (for campers aged 60
plus) has 13 617 members.
There is therefore a vast potential market
for camping equipment and accessories.
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Sit and sleep in comfort
A veteran camper once said you need two
things for a successful camping trip: a comfortable bed and a comfortable chair.
Nowadays, many campers also want camping furniture that can be folded to fit in a compact space like a car, and are lightweight and
easy to set up.
The new stretcher, chairs and stools in De
Wet Sport’s Medalist range meet these criteria:
lightweight, easy to stow and strong enough to
carry the average camper comfortably.
The Slumber Stretcher can carry a weight of
up to 110kg on its 600D canvas bed and lightweight anodised aluminium tube frame. It
folds away into its own carry bag.
Mopane is a meneer of a chair, capable of
supporting 140 kg on its generous 60 x 60cm
durable 600D nylon seat and strong high tensile steel frame. Comfort features include a
foam padded backrest, cup holder and a utility pocket to store binoculars or reading material. It all folds with ease into a carry bag,
The Baobab chair is capable of supporting

a weighty 120kg on its wide
60 x 60m durable 600D nylon
seat, supported by a tensile
steel frame. The armrests include a
built-in cup holder and despite its
high back rest, it folds neatly into its own
carry bag.
The Quiver chair is aimed
at a smaller camper with
its 55 x 55cm seat and
maximum weight limit
of 100kg. It
features a
cup holder,
carry
bag
and a lower
back rest.
Stools take
up very little space and are very easy to carry
around, but offer plenty of seating comfort for
children and smaller adults who want to rest
while braaiing or watching an outdoor event.
There are two new models in the Medalist
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range: the smaller (32 x 32cm) Tripod and
slightly bigger (35 x 29cm) Compact stools.
Both can carry up to 80kg and the Tripod includes a carry bag.

Seeing the light with lanterns
The latest outdoor lighting options have a
very wide appeal, not only for campers. Portable lighting is used at home, around the bar,
on hikes or moonlight walks ... the uses are
endless.
The new lanterns in the Medalist range from
De Wet Sports will make innovative gifts for
adults as well as children who are scared of
the dark.
The brightly coloured lightbulb-shaped LED
lanterns with sturdy hanging hooks are sold in
a package of two. The lightweight and compact polymer lights offer 150 lumens brightness in three lighting modes — high, low and
strobe. It can provide up to 10 hours of light
on high.
The compact Radiate lantern has many interesting features: to turn on, simply pull it
out of its protective body, and push it down
to turn it off again. The ultra-bright 250 lumens COB LED bulbs provide 360º illumination
— even in rain, because it is water resistant.
It can stand on a surface or hang on its carry
handles that fold down.
The lightweight and compact ketllebellshaped Glow lantern can be recharged with an
integrated USB cable. It has 100 lumens ultra
bright LED output in three modes — full, low
and flashing. The patented flexible charging
cable loops makes it easy to attach. The design makes its strong ABS plastic body waterresistant.

Storing food and drink
Few things can spoil a camping or safari trip
more than sand, dust and bugs intermingled
with your food and drinks — especially if you
are far from the closest store to top up your
provisions.
Retailers would therefore be
doing their customers who’ll be
travelling off the beaten track a
favour by recommending some
impenetrable storage containers that will also improve their
green footprint by reducing
the need for disposable plastic or styrofoam containers
that pollute the planet.
Klean Kanteen offers a variety of such vacuum insulated canisters and is locally

available from Awesome Tools. In addition,
their trademarked Climate Lock double-wall
vacuum insulation technology keeps food and
drinks hot or cold for eight hours and the lid
is leak-proof so that you can transport coffee
or an ice cold drink over the worst roads. The
recycled cardboard insulated lid works on the
insulated as well as single wall food canisters.
You can also write on the 18/8 stainless steel
outer to keep track of which foods are stored
where when buying in bulk.
The electropolished interior is safe, nontoxic and easy to clean.
There are various other products in the
range, including an insulated wide mouth coffee mug (works equally well for tea or cool
drinks) with a leak proof cap. The double-wall
vacuum insulation keeps drinks hot for 14
hours and iced for 48 hours. The Klean Coat
finish is chip-resistant and four times more durable than ordinary finishes.
Klean Kanteen products are not cheap compared to their plastic counterparts but they
come with a lifetime guarantee and reduces
plastic pollution as well as the landfill space
used by disposables.

Nifty eating utensils
More and more campers are looking for lightweight and compact accessories that they can
transport in their car without the need for a
trailer or external storage boxes. And remember, backpackers also camp if they are on an
extended trek.
The brightly coloured Lifeventure Ellipse
collapsible bowls are made from food grade
materials, with a rigid nylon base and flexible
silicone walls. When not in use they fold completely flat, but when the sides are raised they
stay strong — even when the bowl is empty.
They even have a hanging loop (handy for
drying) and are BPA free. Backpackers will appreciate the fact that they only weigh 90g.
Pair them with the Lifeventure Ellipse camping cutlery in a variety of bright colours. The
plastic sets (knife, fork and spoon) click together for easy storage and the smooth, durable outer makes them easy to clean.
This eating utensil set is rounded off by a
Lifeventure flip-top thermal mug and flask,
which makes it easier to eat and drink on the
go. The lid flips open 180º and is both secure
and easy to clean. It can keep liquid hot for up
to three hours.
Lifeventure is locally available from Traverse Outdoor Gear.
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Accessories
View our full range at:

Traverse Outdoor Gear

Traversegear.co.za
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Good times or bad, outdoor grows!

Anton Klopper with Nick Fourie, who manages the
Kloppers outdoor division.

“WHETHER ITS good times or bad, outdoor is
the one department in the store that grows
most,” says Anton Klopper of the Kloppers outdoor division he oversees.
While people spend more on luxuries during the good times, when money is tight, they
buy a tent and accessories to take the family camping. Or they go fishing. “Nowadays,
people spend some of the money they save
by not booking into a hotel on equipment or
accessories to make their camping trips more
comfortable.”
This includes buying outdoor clothing and
especially outdoor footwear, which the Free

State farmers mainly buy for leisure wear or
workwear on their farms, rather than for hiking trips.
Several aisles are stocked full of a wide
range of accessories from many brands – he is
especially glad that they now have access to
some of the sought-after Coleman and Campingaz products from the brands’ new distributor, LiteOptec, who improved delivery and
also offers monthly specials.
Cool boxes, again from various suppliers,
form a prominent display, as does outdoor
braais, including the backyard gas braais that
are currently very popular. Weber has a standout store within a store display, where they
offer the best priced Weber products in the
country, says Anton proudly. “Some of our
prices are R400 lower than other stores.”
One of the reasons for their success is that
they always offer a very competitive price on
all products, another is that they carry stock
from a variety of suppliers and brands, says Nick
Fourie, manager of the outdoor department.
That way they offer their customers more of a
choice of price categories and quality.
The department’s large floor area is dominated by a display of family-style camping
tents from 4-5 different brands – from the
large one’s with multiple rooms and shade
areas, to more basic shelters. These are surrounded by displays of camping furniture,
from the bare necessities, to accessories that

Holiday stock for travellers
THE PERCENTAGE of South Africans travelling internationally is growing — the first
Tripadvisor survey to include South Africans, for example, showed a 17% increase
in planned trips by South Africans between
2013 and 2014.
The 52% of South Africans who said they’d
like to travel overseas, however, is quite far
behind the global average of 77% travellers
who indicated that they are planning international trips. Although for many Europeans
international travel could mean an effortless day or weekend trip to a neighbouring
country.
While South Africans are not yet realising
their full international travel potential, 5.5-m
locals did travel across borders in 2016, and
300 000 of them travelled for leisure, Gillian
Saunders of Grant Thornton last year said at
the World Travel Market Africa in Cape Town.
And whether they travel for work or pleasure, your customers will benefit from the interesting accessories currently available from
suppliers.

Powerbanks: travellers’ friends
Powerbanks have become travellers’ best
friends in just a few years. Whether your customers are travelling in the bush or exploring
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exotic overseas locations,
they will have cell phones,
tablets, cameras and computers to download photos
that will need charging.
When on a prolonged outing,
they will need a portable
power source to ensure that
their phone or camera battery doesn’t die on them.
Powerbanks have therefore
now become smaller and
more powerful (excuse the
pun) than ever before.
For example, the new Rede RC10 10000 mAh can charge two electronic
devices simultaneously, even when it is being
recharged. It can be charged 500 times and
has a high output conversion rate of 85%.
Two new more compact versions (5000 mAh
—RC5 and 20 000 mAh—RC20) deliver the same
charging performance.
The range is locally available from Omnico.
They also supply a new 1-n USB Type-C cable
that works equally well with their GoPro action cameras and most Smart phones.

Capture all the action on camera
Some customers feel they haven’t experienced

will transform a tent into a home from home.
“We cater for all classes and categories,” says
Fourie, explaining that by far the biggest demand is for the bigger tents in which a family
can camp in comfort, rather than for hiking.
Fishing is a big revenue contributor and they
offer from the top end fishing gear, to the basic. It does especially well in the Cape, where
one floor of the Kloppers Sport store in Brackenfell is dedicated to outdoor. “We are one
of the few retailers that stock the specialist
specimen fishing brand Korda.”
Equipment for rock and surf angling are the
most popular in all stores, even in landlocked
Bloemfontein, where customers buy their
gear for the annual summer holiday along the
coast. Even though they pre-order their stock
from large suppliers, they visit the annual
SAFTAD show to learn about the latest trends
and to hear what is popular, says Fourie. “You
have to visit SAFTAD if you want to be relevant
in the angling trade.” And as Anton jokes,
“you have to go and find out what the fish are
eating now.”
The only dull spot is their firearms section,
which has been adversely affected by the licensing problems and also because certain
US ranges are difficult to get, due to policy
changes.
Yet, the economy did not affect the hunting market to the extent they expected, even
though hunting can be expensive.

anything if they didn’t capture it on camera.
Especially, those who enjoy exciting action on
the water, climbing, riding or running.
The newest model of the GoPro Hero 7 Black
is indeed coloured black and its improved stabilization will deliver a much smoother video
of all the holiday fun. The live streaming feature also makes it much easier to share your
holiday memories on social media.

Keeping clean on the go
Ablution facilities can be fairly basic when you
are travelling in the bush or on a backpacking
trip overseas.
Several products from Lifeventure provide
a solution. The Dry Body Wash Gel is a great
option everywhere where water is scarce —
whether in a drought-stricken city or on a trip
where you don’t want to use scarce water resources for washing. The anti-bacterial gel is
pH-balanced so it won’t dry out To p30
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to enable the most effective way to fasten it.
A dedicated compact carry case prevents
it from getting tangled in the travellers’
luggage.

Keep your valuables safe

Cont. from p28
your skin and totally biodegradable so it won’t
contaminate any water sources or the planet.
The brand, locally distributed by Traverse
Outdoor Gear, offers several other options to
make it easier to stay clean while travelling.
A hanging wash bag to transport washing
gear has one main compartment and multiple
zipped organisation pockets. The durable bag
(made from lightweight ripstop nylon) has a
metal hook for hanging and a nylon webbing
loop on the reverse enables the user to flip
and secure the top of the bag for easy access.
The multi-functional small (20 x 13 x 40cm)
wash bag is space-saving and very practical. It
has two compartments for wet and dry gear,
as well as two internal slip pockets with a
detachable mirror. A luxury extra is a tuckedaway metal hanger.
The SoftFibre blue travel towel is the original

and most
popular
all-rounder travel
towel in
the Lifeventure range. The pink travel towel
is, however, brushed intensively to make it
particularly soft. Lifeventure says this lightweight travel towel dries 8 times faster than
a beach towel, yet absorbs 9 times its own
weight in water. Each towel is permanently
treated with an antibacterial formula to keep
it feeling and smelling fresh.
Travellers who pack small and light always
have to wash clothes during the trip and finding space to hang the clothes to dry can be
a problem — which the Lifeventure travel
clothes line solves.
Clothes and towels can simply be clipped to
the twisted line, without the need for pegs. It
has both hooks and suction cups on each end

Losing your passport or money is one of a travellers’ greatest fears. Lifeventure, from Traverse Outdoor Gear, offers different solutions.
The soft and lightweight RFiD Chest Wallet is
designed to be worn around your neck and under your clothes on an adjustable neck cord.
The body facing fabric is lightweight, soft and
breathable for warmer climates and the pockets are designed to fit a passport and other
travel documents. The nickel and copper coated polyester fabric of the wallet also shields
the contents from radio frequency identification (RFiD) readers.
An alternative security option is a cotton
webbing Lifeventure travel money belt, which
doubles as a normal belt. A built in security
pocket conceals emergency currency. It fits
waists sized 26-44”.

It’s holiday time! At the seaside or next to the pool
WITH 46 Blue Flag beaches, the South African
coast is a magnet for holidaymakers during
the summer break. Blue Flag status is only
awarded if the beach is clean, safe and environmentally friendly, judged by strict international criteria. In addition, 24 KwaZulu Natal,
Western Cape and Eastern Cape beaches are
participating in a pilot programme to work towards achieving full Blue Flag status.
It is therefore no wonder that around 700
000 people flock to Durban’s 100km of beaches over the peak Christmas weekend period,
with about half a million people crowding the
beaches on New Year’s Day. More than 250 000
people endure Cape Town’s cold water over
the four-day Christmas period, with an aver-
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age of about 100 000 people per day visiting
Cape Town beaches during the December-January holidays.

Seeking shade
On sunny days in the holiday season you
often cannot see the beach for all the
umbrellas providing a bit of shady relief.
Therefore, remind your customers to
pack their own umbrella to mark their
spot on a crowded beach.
The Tanga range from De Wet Sports offers
beach umbrellas in four different sizes: from
the smaller 180cm diameter, to 200cm, 225cm
and the family-sized 256cm. All of them offer
UV protection, carry bags and the poles have
a tilt function.
The smaller size has a durable polyester
fabric cover in four mono or checkered colour
designs. It has a 9/22 steel pole.
The other umbrellas in the range have
striped canopies in durable 210D oxford fabric
that offers 50+ UV protection. The 200cm size
is mounted on a 22/25 steel pole. The largest
two umbrellas both have 28/32 steel poles fitted with a wind flap, deluxe pole connector
and deluxe runner mechanism.
An umbrella anchor is a handy accessory on
a windy beach. The one on offer by De Wet
Sports will safely secure an umbrella and prevent it from being blown away. It has a heavy

duty reinforced construction to keep high stress areas
from cracking and the universal holder fastens
most sizes of beach umbrellas. It is easy to use
and installs in seconds with ergonomic handles. The ABS plastic anchor does not rust like
metal anchors.

Sitting pretty
Comfortable beach loungers and chairs complete the idyllic beach picture. The Tanga
range from De Wet Sports now also offer these.
Their range of Diaz beach chairs comes in
three bright colours and will carry up to 90kg.
The durable seat covers (47x48cm) in 600D durable nylon has a PVC coating for protection.
The Hobie beach loungers in blue To p32
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SUMMER since 1984
AVAILABLE
IN 3
COLOURS

EZ 6092 Junior Goggle

ASSORTED
COLOURS IN
JUNIOR &
SENIOR

AVAILABLE
IN 3
COLOURS

EZ 6077 Senior Goggle

WILL KEEP
YOU COOL
THIS SUMMER

Silicone Swim Cap

WEIGHTED
FOR LEARN
TO SWIM

GREAT FUN
ALL YEAR
ROUND

Cooling Towel
FULL SIZE
CURVE
AVAILABLE

DF 300 Range of Swim Fins

Deluxe 165g Frisbee

Dive Animals

EXTREME
HEEL
SUPPORT

SEMI DRY STOP
WITH NON
RETURN VALVE

150 LUMENS
WATERPROOF
TO 50M
LIGHTWEIGHT
AVAILABLE
IN 2 SIZES

1775 Spring Fin Strap

AR-05 Wreck Reels

AVAILABLE
IN 2
COLOURS

3267 PVC 2 Tone Mask

AL-05 LED Dive Light
NOW
AVAILABLE
IN SMALLER
CONTAINER

LOW VOLUME
WITH
GREAT FIT

M201S Silicone Mask

1057Q Snorkel

NOW ALSO
AVAILABLE
IN BOX OF 12

AS-03 Silicone
Grease
SPLASH PROOF
IDEAL FOR KITE
SURFING &
RUBBER DUCKING

A-60 Anti-Fog Solution

M105S Multi-sport Goggle

For a catalogue of the whole W.E.T. Sports range of diving, swimming & beach products go
check out our new exciting website www.wetsports.co.za or email us sales@wetsports.co.za,
fax 086 609 7343 or give us a call 021 948 8150.
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Holiday near water from p30
and green is made of the same PVC-coated
durable nylon. The adjustable backrest is supported by a high tensile steel frame.
The 164 x 55cm lounger-cum-mat folds easily to be taken to where-ever seating on the
ground is required.

Diving in the blue
Customers who’ll be exploring coastal waters
below the surface, whether diving for crayfish
or just admiring the scenery, will have plenty
to choose from in the Saekodive and Ez-Life

snorkelling ranges from WET Sports and Importers.
They offer new PVC and silicone masks and a
new snorkel with a semi-dry stop and non-return valve. Their attractive two-tone fins are
available in a full size curve and they are supported by spring fin straps that offer extreme
heel support.
Among the new diving accessories is a 150 lumens dive light that is waterproof up to 50m.
They also offer a variety of new products for
swimmers at all levels who’ll be spending time
in swimming pools. The little ones learning to
swim will enjoy the weighted dive animals,
while all will enjoy playing with the new de-

luxe frisbees, before cooling off with the cooling towel.
They also offer junior and senior swim masks
and silicone caps in various colours.
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Be safe in the
water
South Africa has an exceptionally high drowning rate
of 3 out of every 100 000
people. Over the festive
season last year 14 people drowned around Cape Town
alone. Safety when swimming could therefore
be a question of life and death.
Swim Secure’s products are made to keep
your customers safe and visible, and they
also provide waterproof storage. They cater
for open water swimmers, triathletes, recreational swimmers, families and everyone in
between.
“Our mission is simple, we want to equip
open water swimmers of all ages and abilities
to swim safely in open water. Whether that is
someone brand new to open water swimming
or a seasoned competitor, we can provide the
equipment he needs to feel supported in the
water and #Be Safer Be Seen,” explains Swim
Secure.
The products are designed to float behind
the swimmer, out of the way of his arms and
legs, as well as to create minimal drag. The
waterproof products keep water out at surface pressure.
Tow floats are ideal for situations where the
swimmer wants to be more visible, for example when he shares the water with boat users,
or if a group of swimmers needs to be visible
from the shore. Kids can also easily be spotted
when swimming without their parents, etc.
A tow float can also be used for a rest when
needed.
Swim Secure’s bright inflatable dry bag offers the swimmer a convenient storing kit
while he’s swimming and also doubles as an inflatable buoy for increased visibility. It comes
with a leash and waist strap. Additionally, “all
our inflatable dry bags will easily support an
adult’s weight if you need to rest, simply by
turning around and holding onto the Swim Secure dry-bag.”
Swim Secure is today one of the biggest open
water dry bag and tow float brands in the UK.
It will be launched in South Africa at the IronMan 70.3 in Durban and the Midmar Mile.
Swim Secure is distributed in South Africa by
CorSport.

According to various surveys children aged
fifteen years and under. Children younger
than five are especially vulnerable.

The
new
Bestway swim
ring range from De Wet Sports
will not only keep youngsters
afloat, but should keep them entertained as
well.
The new fruit and donut swim rings indeed
look good enough to eat. There is a watermelon and pineapple in the sturdy pre-tested
vinyl fruit rings range. Both the fruit and donut rings are aimed at the 12 years and older
age group.
The smaller designer swim rings are aimed at
a younger age group, namely eight and over.
Toddlers, from three years onwards, will
be enchanted by the latest novelty tide from
Bestway, the Fantasy Unicorn Rider. The two
air chambers can carry a weight of up to 45kg.
When inflated, it is sized 150 x 117cm and it
features heavy duty handles.

Floating on the water
The fun fruity theme is continued in the new
range of floats and islands from Bestway.
Adults can soak up the sun on a banana sized
139 x 129cm, a 174 x 96cm pineapple, a lemon
with a diameter of 134cm, watermelon (174 x
89cm) or a strawberry (156 x 144cm).
The whole fruit bowl feature two air chambers
and are made from sturdy pre-tested vinyl.
This fun-filled theme is continued with a 139
x 129cm popsicle and 188 x 130cm ice cream
float, a 190 x 99cm tropical beverage lounge
with cup holder and a pizza lounge, also with
cup holder. Built- in grommets under the pizza
slice makes it possible to connect to other
lounges and create an entire family-sized
pizza.

S U R F A F R IC A

BEACH UMBRELLAS

LOUNGERS
BEACH CHAIRS

Distributed by:

021 551 5228 - orders@dewetsports.co.za - www.dewetsports.co.za
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Kloppers Sport
growing in tough times

I

Kloppers Sport has been one of the big South African retail success
stories. Dirk Klopper explains why they have been expanding when
so many other retailers have been scaling down. Words: Trudi du Toit

n this challenging economic environment when reports of distributorships or retailers closing doors are
no longer big news, it is heartening
to hear of a retailer growing and
opening new doors. But then Kloppers, the
landmark family-run store in Bloemfontein,
always bucked trends.
The brothers recently bought a Bloemfontein property where a brand-new building,
consisting of two 20 000m2 boxes, will be
built by 2021.
After 17 years as an anchor tenant in the
Loch Logan Waterfront mall, they hope to
relocate towards the end of 2021. All their
current retail departments will be allocated
ample space on the four floors of one of
these boxes — including sport, run by the
youngest brother Dirk Klopper, and outdoor,
for which his brother Anton Klopper is responsible (see p28).
This was some of the good news Steva
Klopper shared with the guests who attended their 29th Suppliers’ Function in Bloemfontein early in November. As always, the
hugely enjoyable party was a chance for
rival distributors from across the country
to socialise, joke and talk about everything
but business (see p5).
Despite the difficult trading conditions
their three coastal department stores in
Port Elizabeth, George and Knysna, as well
as the flagship Bloemfontein store, have
been doing well, Leon Klopper said. These
stores all have outdoor departments.
In addition, they opened a new dedicated
sport store in Dorp Street, Stellenbosch, at
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The sales were especially
driven by hockey, which
has been experiencing a
few years of very good
growth.
the end of July. In just three months this
store has been trading exceptionally well
because it is within walking distance of
just about all the Stellenbosch sport mad
schools, as well as the Stellenbosch Academy of Sport, says Dirk.
This university town also attracts many
sport tournaments, which require the supply of a lot of top-up accessories and services like the stringing of tennis rackets. Dirk’s
son recently won the Curro International
Tennis Federation (ITF) F1 Junior Tour tennis tournament held in Stellenbosch, while
the ITF Digicall Futures events will be
played in the town at the end of November
(see tennis article).
The Stellenbosch store compliments their
combined outdoor and sport store outside
the CapeGate Centre in Cape Town, housed
in its own standalone building. The store’s
sales revenue grew 12% compared to the
year before, when it was still located in the
centre, he says.
The sales were especially driven by hockey,
which has been experiencing a few years of
very good growth. “It is a sport played across
the spectrum — from four years olds to club
players, by boys and girls,” says Dirk. “The

technology in the products also appeal as
the brands have really stepped up.”
They carry a very wide selection, stocking
brands that cater for the entry level to the
top end players.

Running growing well
Running is also growing well, with more and
more people choosing to participate in this
form of exercise.
Although there may not be so much
growth in tennis participation, he believes
that tennis generates more repeat sales
than any other sport and he therefore ensures that Kloppers Sport offers a substantial tennis selection.
An accomplished racket stringer is therefore an essential appointment in any sport
store, he says. For example, in the small
pro shop they own in Tableview, Cape Town,
the income is mainly generated by stringing
rackets.
But, surprisingly, the accolade for the
sport that has grown the most over the past
five years goes to netball. “This is due to
more players participating and more appealing shoes and equipment,” he says.
Cricket, on the other hand, had another
off-season, which Dirk partly attributes to
the drought in the Cape that prevented
some schools and clubs from maintaining
fields. These days, with everybody running
short on time, a time-intensive sport requiring expensive equipment, like cricket,
also doesn’t attract many new participants,
he says. Bloemfontein also does not have a
T20 franchise to stimulate interest in the
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Above: Rosina Lecheka manages the sports clothing
department in the Bloemfontein store.
Opposite page: Grant Steyl (left) is responsible for
sports footwear and Emile Cloete is co-manager of
sports equipment. The other manager, Christmas
Dumezwehi, was running the Soweto marathon.
Photos: Nicol du Toit.

new league to debut in November and December this year. They nevertheless stock
a wide variety of cricket brands, some in
smaller numbers.

Soccer bigger than rugby
Soccer generates much more revenue for
them than rugby equipment. With so many
customers’ buying power curtailed, the top
rugby boots from popular brands are often
simply priced beyond the means of most
of the customers. Ball sales are driven by
schools, he says, and their budgets are also
restricted.
While soccer replica sells relatively well,
rugby does not — not even the Springbok
jersey, except when a test match is played
in Bloemfontein, or the ‘Boks do well in a
test series or big tournament.
“Most of the replica shirts are priced beyond the means of the target market,” he
complains. He therefore decided not to sell
any replica shirts for more than R699, irrespective of the suggested retail price. The
Bloemfontein Celtic shirt prices he reduced
to R500, because he believes this is the
maximum price the local fans can afford.
When Kloppers took over the Somerset Sport store in the CapeGate Shopping
Centre, Dirk was a bit nervous to take on
the fishing department, as he knew nothing about fishing and fishing was part of
his brother Anton’s outdoor department in
Bloemfontein.
“If I had closed the fishing department, it
would have been a huge mistake,” he says
of this department, which remains a valuable revenue generator.

Tennis is the sport that generates
the most repeat business, says Dirk
Klopper. Photo: Nicol du Toit.

Tennis on a roll
With two South Africans among the best-of-the best and local tournaments to help juniors gain international experience and improve their world rankings, tennis is on a high.
This is good news for retailers as well.

T

his year the Nitto ATP Finals had
special significance for South Africans. As we were getting ready
for print, Kevin Anderson and
Raven Klaasen were preparing
to make history by (hopefully) becoming the
first South Africans to reach the semi-finals
of this prestigious year-end final to the ATP
World Tour season in which only the world’s
best eight singles players and doubles teams
are invited to participate.
Regardless of the outcome, Lotto would
have gotten a brand boost during the Round
Robin stages where two South Africans for
the first time competed. Both Anderson
and Klaasen are sponsored by Lotto, which
is also the Tennis South Africa clothing and
footwear sponsor.
It is estimated that about 250 000 fans

would watch the matches in the O2 Arena
in London and an average 95-m TV viewers
would watch it across the world.
Anderson, who plays with a Dunlop racket,
became the 6th player to qualify when he
won the Vienna Open in October — the first
singles player from South Africa in 23 years
to secure a place in the final after Wayne
Ferreira qualified in 1995. This year he also
finished in the year-end Top 10 of the ATP
Rankings. When he played in the Wimbledon
final in July, he reached a record high ATP
ranking of #5.
Klaasen, sponsored by Head, qualified for
the final with his New Zealand partner, Michael Venus, in their first season as a pair.
Klaasen has a world ranking of #18. It is his
third appearance at the ATP Final.
But, while the spotlight focus on To p36
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Right: Kevin Anderson is setting a high standard for South African
juniors to follow.
Below: Raven Klaasen says this is very exciting times for tennis in
South Africa.
Below right: Lungile Ntuli, second seed in the recent Junior Growthpoint Masters played at NWK. Her mother, Gugu, is a former adidas
SA manager.
Opposite page: Lloyd Harris in the Las Vegas Open.
All photos supplied by Tennis South Africa.

Tennis doing well from p35
Anderson and Klaasen, several other South Africans are quietly showing that there is good
reason to hope for a revival of South African
tennis.
For example, the young rising star, Lloyd Harris, was selected as the first alternate in the
Next Gen ATP Finals for U21 players in Milan,
Italy. If any of the chosen eight had dropped
out of the tournament, he would have stepped
in to take that place. Harris, ranked #110 in
the world, plays with a Yonex racket and also
wears Lotto.
And almost unnoticed, two South African
women’s doubles teams recently won silver in
the ITF Young Seniors World Team and Individual Championships in Miami, US. Twin sisters
Dedri and Lindi Prinsloo of Boland won silver
in the Women’s 40+ doubles and Jackie Booth
and Ohmar Fernandes of Western Province in
the Women’s 45+ doubles.
If the surge in top class tennis performances
inspire the next generation to play at a higher
level, retailers will benefit. No other sport
requires as many accessories that have to be
replaced so regularly.
Dirk Klopper cites the example of all the
extras his 17-year old son, Joubert, who
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achieved an ITF world ranking of #155 in
October, requires: on average, four rackets
have to be stringed per week, and his shoes
have to be replaced every month. “Balls
only last one set in a tournament.”
Junior tennis is also receiving much attention. “There is a good vibe going on in South
Africa about tennis,” comments Klaasen, who
signed on as ambassador for the ITF Digicall
Futures tournament that will be played for the
fourth consecutive year in Stellenbosch at the
end of November.
“TSA in recent years have been pushing the
right buttons and it seems that people are
excited to be part of and play the game. We
have seen a string of new sponsors partner
with TSA, and in my opinion, tennis is entering
into exciting times. I never had the opportunity of playing the game in such exciting times
as a junior and young pro, so I hope to stretch
my career a little longer than planned to be
part of this new TSA era.”
“The Digicall Futures plays a vital role in the
development of future stars,” says Klaasen.
“Lloyd Harris got his breakthrough into professional tennis through the Digicall Futures
which he dominated, resulting in him climbing

up the world rankings.”
Klaasen plans on attending the week-long
tournament that attracts junior players from
more than 20 countries to meet and speak to
the young players. “I look forward to being in
Stellenbosch. I want to offer help and advice
to our juniors and there is no better way than
meeting them face to face and watching them
play in the flesh.”
Tennis South Africa (TSA) is planning on attracting more international tennis to South
Africa through tournaments like the Digicall
Futures. Other positive news is that TSA has
signed a sponsorship agreement with Stellenbosch University to build a national tennis
center at the University. The project is in its
early stages, but Klaasen believes it will help
in the development of future stars.
Stellenbosch has become a hub for junior
tennis – the Curro Junior ITF 1 and 2 international tennis tournaments were, for example,
played there in August and September. The
back-to-back international junior series attracted top juniors from ten countries around
the world. Joubert Klopper, son of Kloppers
Sport’s Dirk Klopper, won the ITF 1 tournament.
More good news is that participation at TSA
Growthpoint Development Centre at the Ar-
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Nurturing young athletes
Tennis is entering into exciting times. TSA in recent
years have been pushing the right buttons and
it seems that people are
excited to be part of and
play the game
thur Ashe Tennis Complex in Soweto has exploded, with a promising 90% increase in players since its official launch earlier this year,
according to a TSA statement.
In just a few months nearly 200 players have
been drawn to the Soweto facility. This is the
third Growthpoint tennis development centre,
following the launch of the first one in Cape
Town late last year and one in Pretoria in July.
A fourth facility is operating at Westridge in
Durban, with a fifth planned for the Eastern
Cape in early 2019.
The Soweto Centre in Jabavu aims to provide
a platform to grow tennis across the greater
Johannesburg area. It is based at the Arthur
Ashe Tennis Complex, which got a facelift
and new lease of life in 2007, after it had not
been properly maintained for several years.
The hub has produced many talented players,
including promising junior, Mbali Langa, and
four players who were invited to Israel for a
unique Children to Children Tennis Diplomacy
Exchange in 2015.
“We want to make the new centre accessible for all, and so we had to go out to the
community to invite them to come through,”
says coach Patrick Tsunke, who runs the centre. “We roped in former players to assist and
week by week, the numbers kept growing.
We have at least five players that are ready
to play ITF tournaments, and more promising
athletes in the pipeline, so I can confidently
say that we will see a few world champions
from this complex.”

FAR TOO many young local athletes seemingly
just disappear after showing early promise, and
something needs to be done to help South Africa’s talented young athletes fulfil their potential, says LJ van Zyl who received the UP-Tuks
award as the Male Athlete of the Century
He developed quite strong opinions about
this issue after having done his research for his
master’s degree.
“It is something we can’t afford in South African athletics. I don’t have all the answers to why
it is happening, but I certainly got definite ideas
of what can be done to help young athletes.
That is why I want to get involved.
“Over the seventeen years that I have been
actively competing I have failed on countless occasions, but I also gained valuable experience. It
puts me in an ideal position to become a mentor
for younger athletes and coaches. I would especially like to work with younger coaches.
“When talking about the support, I mean that
the athletes should be tested regularly, say every six weeks, to ensure that possible problems
are identified before it becomes a serious issue.
Former athletes like Hezekiel Sepeng, myself
and others should act as mentors. There also
should be a support team with all the medical

expertise in place. In short, the young athlete
should not be in want of anything.”
Everybody involved with South African athletics should be on a constant quest to try and
identify new talent, believes Van Zyl. “I have
truly been blessed through my participation in
athletics. Not only have I met my wife, Irvette,
because of the sport. I have been privileged in
going to 78 different countries, and through my
travels, I have made wonderful friends.”
Van Zyl considers his race on 25 February 2011
during Yellow Pages Meeting at Tuks as being
the best he has ever run. He clocked a time of
47.66s which is still the South African record.
In an honest assessment of his running abilities, he admits that running 47.50s would probably have been the ultimate race for him. That
is the time he has written on the walls of the
garage of his former house.
“I have also written 44.80s for the 400m on
the walls. I ended up running 44.86s. So I honestly got no regrets.
He has dipped 154 times under 50 seconds in
the 400m-hurdles, 68 times under 49 seconds
and five times under 48 seconds. He ran his first
sub 49 seconds race when only 16. The last time
he did so was in 2016.
The next instalment of the PUMA School
of Speed, with Usain Bolt as principal, will
start again in January next year. These
events, where thousands of learners participate, helps stimulate interest in youth
track athletics.
The meets will be hosted at five venues
across South Africa:
• 26 January 2019, Coetzenburg Athletics
Stadium,Stellenbosch
• 2 February 2019, Ruimsig Athletics Stadium, Johannesburg
• 9 February 2019, Kings Park Athletics
Stadium, Durban
• 2 March 2019, BestMed Tuks Athletics
Stadium, Pretoria
• 13 March 2019, PUK McArthur Stadium,
Potchefstroom
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THREE new SA pro cycling teams
Up till the end of the 2018 season Dimension Data for Qhubeka, which acts as a feeder unit for the Dimension Data World Tour team, has been our only Continental team. From 2019 we’ll have four!

S

outh African pro road cycling will
be extra interesting to watch in
2019 with the addition of three new
Continental teams: TEG Pro Cycling,
ProTouch and Team Vandergroup.
While these teams will be competing with
each other in races, they each have their own
goals that they’ll be working towards for the
benefit of South African cycling.
ProTouch wants to get South Africa to the top
of the UCI (Union Cycliste Internationale) Cycling Nations Rankings for Africa. We’re currently fourth, behind Eritrea, Algeria, and Rwanda.
By increasing our ranking we’ll be able to
get more cyclists invited to compete in UCI
events and tours. More opportunities to earn
UCI points in turn increase our national UCI
ranking in Africa, and the more national points
we have the more invitations South Africa can
receive for international events such as the
World Championships, Olympic Games and

Commonwealth Games.
The team will operate from The Wanderers
Sports Medicine Clinic, Sandton Sports Medicine
Center, MediWorx-s and Constantia Kloof Sports
and Exercise Medicine Center, and have the support from a network of top sports medicine and
science specialists through Dr Lervasen Pillay.

tween the ages of 14 and 17 will take part in
this partnership to receive coaching and, after
they finish matric, they’ll get an opportunity
to join the professional team.
Trevor Court, currently Dimension Data
World Tour’s team coach, will oversee training
of both TEG’s scholar and pro teams’.

Prepare cyclists for their futures

Team Vandergroup

In addition to providing cyclists with the opportunity to compete, TEG Pro Cycling wants
to make sure that cyclists are also educated
academically — a cycling career can only last
so long. In fact, Hein Badenhorst (the team
founder, general manager and directeur sportif) realised he wanted to become involved
with a SA team while completing his own master’s degree in applied human nutrition.
The management team has also started a cycling development high school program with
TuksSport High School. A group of cyclists be-

In order for young cyclists to gain helpful experienced support, Team Vandergroup teams
new U23 riders with experienced ones.
The team is run by the Vander Group as a
NGO and was established in September 2017
to help young cyclists develop into professionals.
Having the three continental teams in addition to Dimension Data for Qhubeka, is a big
leap forward for SA cycling as it provides a big
opportunity for cyclists in South Africa, says Anton van der Merwe, one of the team’s owners.

Helmet safety and speed from Omnico
GIRO’S AETHER MIPS helmet (below) offers
high level of protection with comfort, low
weight and extreme ventilation. Giro’s Aether
MIPS helmet was “born from the desire to advance the state of head protection while delivering comfort, low weight, and extreme ventilation needed for elite-level racing,” explains
the brand, locally available from Omnico.
“The demands of professional-level road cycling helmets are unique and intense: protection must be accompanied with comfort, low
weight, and optimal ventilation,” says Giro Helmet Product Manager Scott Junker.
“And, through the testing and validation
performed in The Dome, we’ve long been
convinced of the efficacy of MIPS [Multi-directional Impact Protection System] to reduce
rotational energy. So we invented a new integration of MIPS that allows us to improve rotational energy management while truly optimising comfort and ventilation.”
The two-part dual-density Nanobead EPS
foam liner inside the helmet can rotate independently of the head and helmet’s outer shell,
thus managing a wide range of impact energies.
The proprietary MIPS Spherical technology also
keeps the helmet comfortable and the internal
channels provide cooling airflow. The outer
shell’s not just a pretty silhouette: it has an added shatterproof AURA reinforcement.

fit and comfort” and has a drag-defying shape,
progressive layering and integrated MIPS.
Some of the features in the brand’s new helmets include No-Twist Tri-Glides, X-Static padding,
Sweat Guide (makes sweat drip off the front of
the helmet and not onto the rider’s glasses), MIPS
technology, fit systems and removable visors.

Cannondale fastest on market

The rider can easily and quickly adjust the fit with
the Roc Loc 5+ Air fit system’s 3-way fit tuning.
Giro’s Artex and Seyen helmets also feature
MIPS technology.
Along with Syntax, all three feature Coolfit
anti-microbial padding, a full hardbody wrap,
Featherweight webbing with the Slimline technology, and the Roc Loc fastening system.
Artex also features a removable visor, and
Syntax a Thermoformed SL Roll Cage reinforcement and is compatible with a BucklePonytail.
Compound and Verce (ladies’ helmet) are
trail-inspired, offer deep coverage, and have
full Hardbody shells. Compound also features
quick-dry padding and Verce has plush padding
for comfortable fits.
The above five helmets all have an in-mold
polycarbonate shell with EPS liner.

Lead the pack with Bell
Bell’s Z20 Aero helmet “provides real world performance for riders who want to lead”. It delivers “uncompromising performance, innovation,
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Cannondale’s Systemsix road bike (left) promises to “take anyone interested in going faster
anywhere”. It is also distributed in South Africa
by Omnico.
SystemSix is “the lowest-drag, most efficient, all-around fastest UCI-legal road bike on
the market today,” says the brand.
By only using a disc brake, not rim brakes, engineers were able to lower the drag between
frame, fork and wheels. “Precisely truncated
airfoil profiles in the frame, fork and seatpost
maintain air flow attachment across important
yaw angles and minimise drag, while delivering
world-class stiffness and ride feel.”
The bikes’ HollowGram KNØT64 wheels combine the comfort and feel of larger volume tires
with the aerodynamic efficiency of the fastest
wheelsets in the world, while the KNØT SystemBar provides the low drag and sleek look
of a one-piece bar and stem, with the adjustability and convenience of a two-piece system.
It has a full 8” pitch adjust and the stem length
and bar width can be changed, which makes it
easy for the rider to find the perfect position.
“Fast and convenient Speed Release thruaxles and easy-to-service internal cable routing, the SystemSix is a full tilt, fully integrated
road racing machine. Riders will climb faster,
descend faster, sprint faster and draft easier
on the all-new SystemSix.”
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Fitting a cycling helmet

O

ur National Road Traffic Act
states that it’s compulsory for
all cyclists to wear a helmet —
and it specifically states that the
helmet has to fit and the strap
properly fastened under the chin.
Since not all heads are the same size and
shape, it’s important that your customer fits
the helmet in store so that he can try different
brands and models to get the best fit.
• A helmet should fit snug, but not be
uncomfortable.
• When putting the helmet on, the head
should partially compress the soft pads
inside before the straps are tightened;
• It should sit level on the head and must fit
correctly at the temples;
• The forehead shouldn’t be exposed, therefore, as a guide, the helmet shouldn’t sit
higher than around 2-3cm above the eyebrows;
• It shouldn’t be too loose: no more than
finger width of space should be between the
back of the helmet and the head.
• The front and back straps must be snug and
form a V shape under and slightly forward of
each earlobe;
Does the helmet fit right?
• Push the front of the helmet up firmly: if it
moves back, it’s too loose;
• Move the helmet side to side and front to
back: the skin at the temples should wrinkle
with the motion;
• Pull the back tip up over the head to the
front: if the front slips down, shorten the
back straps;
• Ask the customer to open his mouth halfway
to test if the buckled chin strap is tight
enough: the helmet should press down on
the top of the head when doing so.
If the helmet is likely to be worn with a ponytail hairstyle, a hat or cap underneath, sunglasses, etc. it should be fitted while wearing
these to ensure optimal fit and that these
won’t cause pressure to the head. Some helmets are designed to accommodate ponytails.
Straps can become looser over time so
recommend to your customer that he checks
the helmet’s fit each time before he heads out
for a ride by wiggling the helmet — if it moves
around he should tighten the straps again and
make sure they fit as above.

Different construction
In-mold: a hard plastic outer shell that is rela-

Our cut-out-and-keep series to
assist retailers with product
knowledge
Words: Carin Hardisty. Compiled with
the help of www.bergzeit.co.uk, www.
consumerreports.org, www.evanscycles.
com, helmets.org, and mipsprotection.
com.

Photo: Omnico SA.
tively thin, but can stop minor penetrations,
and EPS (expanded polystyrene) foam inners
that compress on impact and distributes the
force over a wider area and dissipates it;
• A lightweight, sleek design with good
ventilation options.
• Most often used.
Hard shell: the EPS inner shell and outer shell
are two separate components that are connected in specific areas;
• The closed outer shell protects more against
penetration from sharp objects;
• Not used as often as in-mold.
Many helmets now feature the MIPS (Multidirectional Impact Protection System) technology,
which allows the inner and outer shell to move
independently of each other. This reduces how
much energy is transferred to the head and
lowers the rotational force (thought to be a factor
in concussions).
Depending on the helmet construction, MIPS
is incorporated into the helmet as either a low
friction, interface layer coated with Teflon on the
outer shell and liner, or a layer inside the helmet.

Match the helmet to the activity
The type of cycling that your customer intends
to use the helmet for makes a difference in the
kind of helmet he might need.
• Commuter: the brighter the colour, the
more likely the cyclist is to be seen by other
road users.
◦◦ Some helmets feature reflective elements,
which will be handy in low light conditions.
• Speed road cycling: a lightweight helmet
will decrease the strain on the neck during
long rides at high speeds when cycling more
aggressively.
◦◦ Aerodynamic shape to shave seconds off
his time.
◦◦ Air vents to cool him down.
◦◦ Usually don’t use visors as they wear sunglasses and/or cycling caps to protect
the eyes. A visor could also obstruct the
cyclist’s view if he has a more aggressive
style of riding.
• MTB: when a MTBer falls, it’ll be onto rough
terrain littered with items such as stones,
branches, etc. so he needs more head coverage. Thus, the helmet will also have fewer
air vents through which these can stick into
and hurt the head. Visors also shield the face
from low hanging obstructions.
◦◦ These helmets usually feature visors as
sunglasses can make denser tree-covered
areas too dark and tricky to safely navigate
through. MTBers also sit more upright so
visors don’t obstruct their vision.
• Downhill and extreme off-road cycling:
they need full-face helmets that include a
chin piece and visor, which not only protect
from the sun, but also from mud splashing
into the face and eyes and hindering vision.
◦◦ These are heavier and less ventilated.
• Urban helmets (old-style round helmets):
◦◦ Doesn’t offer much ventilation.
◦◦ This style is often worn by freestyle or BMX
cyclists. Some commuters also wear this,
but it’ll be more about the look.

When to replace a helmet
• If it’s been in any kind of accident — if
it appears damaged or not. The foam is
damaged and won’t work as needed if
there’s a second accident.
• After four or five years; sooner if it’s been
damaged. Over time the helmet is subjected
to UV radiation and temperature fluctuations
that can affect the materials.
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Ironman
appeals to all
p40 :: Sport

From next year the Standard Bank Ironman African Championship will have an amended course.
Photo supplied..

Despite the gruelling demands of the sport, Ironman participation is growing in South Africa amongst men,
women and kids, reports Antoinette Muller.

T

riathlon is like no other athletic
endeavour. By water, foot and
bike, it makes the body adjust
to changes of disciplines that are
extraordinarily different. The pull
of the freestyle, the pounding of the run, the
drive of the ride. Each engaging muscles in
ways that conflict and then combine. It is the
greatest of challenges and can be profoundly
rewarding.
For retailers too, as they can supply one
triathlete with clothing and gear needed for
three sporting codes.
The Ironman is considered to be one of the
most challenging sporting events in the world,
with athletes competing in a 3.86km open
water swim, ride 180km on a bike and then
run a full 42.2km marathon — without taking a
break and racing against time as well as other
competitors.
Even the half-sized 70.3 Ironman events take
a very special kind of person to complete. Each
of the legs would constitute a racing event in
itself: a 1.9km open water swim, 90.1km bike
ride and 21.1km half-marathon run. In miles
this adds up to 70.3.
And yet, Ironman events seem to have captured the imagination of South Africans, with
participation and interest growing in the three
70.3 events that will next year be held in East
London in January, Nelson Mandela Bay in April
and Durban in June.
Take the Durban event, for example, where
the number of entries increased from 2 704
to 2 962 this year. What is especially encouraging for retailers is that the percentage of
first-timers increased from 34% in 2017 to 38%.
These could be customers needing new gear.
Ironman events are booming globally. It’s
gone from 20 events globally in 2008 to over
40 at present. More than 200 000 athletes this
year participated in either full or Ironman 70.3
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events worldwide.
In South Africa young and old participate,
with the age group entrants aged from 18 to
80. The biggest group of participants come
from men in the 40-60 age group, but some
work is being done to encourage more women
to take up the sport.
The 2018 Ironman 70.3 World Championship,
held in Nelson Mandela Bay in September, allocated an additional 150 slots to participants
— with 50 of those being opened exclusively
to women through the Women For Tri initiative. Globally, the organisation claims to have
increased female participation in Ironman and

While the increase in
Olympic-distance triathlon events across the
country has been notable, Ironman remains the
most appealing
Ironman 70.3 events by 12% since 2015.
There are also the three Standard Bank 5150
Ironman events, which follow the Olympic triathlon guidelines: 1.5km swim, a 40km bike
route and a 10km run.
For the youth of South Africa, though, the
challenges are different. The investment (both
time and money) required to excel makes it
difficult for the sport to catch on at youth
level. It has to compete with the increasingly
professionalisation of rugby and cricket.
It also requires a lot of practice time. Former South African junior world champion Wian
Sullwald, for example, swims for eight hours,
bikes for 10 hours, and runs for seven hours
during an average training week.
“There's about 50% of athletes who stick
with the sport consistently,” says Glen Gore,

a former pro-triathlete who now coaches,
writes and organises races in Kwa-Zulu Natal.
“It's a very aspirational thing and the target
market is very much a high LSM,” he says. It
is not only expensive to enter events, but the
gear needed to take part is too.
Ironman is an aspirational event because of
its brand power. “Some athletes even get the
M tattoo as a sort of status symbol," adds Gore.
He believes that while the increase in
Olympic-distance triathlon events across the
country has been notable, Ironman remains
the most appealing to newbies. But while
retaining those newbies is a challenge, Gore
believes triathlon enjoys almost a cult-like
following in more affluent areas of Johannesburg. “In places like Sandton, the training
groups are sometimes seen as a bit elitist,”
he says. “Jozi has the buying power, so if you
belong to this specific group, you must have
the best bike, the best kit, the best tri-suit,
the best everything.
“Those groups will go out and train in their
full gear. It doesn't happen everywhere, but
the veterans do see it as an aspirational status
symbol,” he says.
Add to these basics nice-to-have accessories
like fitness tracking watches, heart rate monitors
and various other kit and caboodle and it’s obvious that triathletes represent a good market.
As with many sports, funding remains the
biggest barrier to entry. Gore notes that Triathlon South Africa has made some effort in
the last three years to support young athletes financially by sending them to events,
but it’s the training in between that remains
a challenge.
It’s a familiar South African story. So, it is up
to individual organisations to bridge the gap.
The Siyaphambili Triathlon Participation Programme, which started in 2005 with just seven
athletes, now looks after 30 athletes who have
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Skechers Performance is the sponsor of the South African Ironman 70.3 events and
has a prominent stand at the accompanying expo. Photo: Brandfolio SA.

all taken part in IronMan events.
The programme is aimed at disadvantaged athletes and strives
to identify and train potential triathletes. The organisation is yet
to produce a champion, but as anyone who has ever taken up the
endeavour of development will attest, it’s a long process. More importantly, it’s the visibility of those athletes in their communities
that might spur others on to follow in their footsteps.
Kristian Fesel is only one of eight athletes to have completed in
all 14 Ironman events in South Africa. He has also competed in the
World Championship in Kona, the Holy Grail of the sport. He is a
cancer survivor.
Many people who participate in Ironman events do so because
they have overcome a challenge. These Ironman stories that inspire others is what promotes growth, Fesel believes. “People are
realising that they are capable of doing a triathlon and that nothing is impossible.”
He also believes the continued growth of sprint series events will be
key to unlocking potential higher participation. “The first Joburg Ultra is
taking place at the Cradle in December and there has been much excitement about this. Joburg needs a half-Ironman distance race, so hopefully this will take off. Triathlon legend Glen Gore has introduced the 226
Brick race, which is an Ironman distance race over three days … I could
go on. The sport has some distance left to run, so to speak.”

Top SA triathletes inspire
THE INTERNATIONAL successes of South Africa’s triathletes, have been nothing but inspiring. On Sunday, 28 October, Richard Murray and Henri Schoeman
duked it out in the Super League Triathlon (SLT) in Malta. Schoeman finished
second overall, just ahead of Murray. Only the best 50 triathletes in the world
qualify to compete in this league, and Murray is currently ranked #3 in the SLT.
A few weeks before them, Amber Schlebusch won the first gold medal for South
Africa in the women’s triathlon at the 2018 Youth Olympic Games in Buenos Aires.
PUMA-sponsored Murray has been ranked in the top five triathletes in the
world for the past five years and this year finished the eight-race ITU World Triathlon series in 4th place overall with a total of 4792 points.

Five podium finishes
In the 14 international events he participated in this year, he was on the podium
five times: three times to accept the gold medal, and twice in third place. Murray
won one ITU World Series event (Leeds) and came third in two. He won both
World Cup events — in Mooloolaba and Cape Town.
He won the Cape Town Discovery World Cup sprint event, sponsored by ASICS,
for the past two years in a row, with Schoeman in second place each time. Last
year Murray won the 750m swim, 20km cycle and 5km run in 51 minutes and 33
seconds while Schoeman came second in 51:41. The young Tuks athlete and former world junior champion, Wian Sullwald, came third in 51:56. The three South
Africans were separated by a mere 24 seconds.
Schoeman finished the 2018 ITU World Series in 7th place with 3 438 points. The
highlight of his year was, no doubt, winning South Africa’s first gold medal at the
Commonwealth Games. That was a month after he won the Abu Dhabi World
Series event and the month before finished in second place after Murray in the
World Cup event in Cape Town.
He is partly trained by his father Joe, who is known in the industry as the owner
of the Swimming International distributorship with his wife, Michelle. They supply the Finis swimwear brand.
But, while Murray and Schoeman lead from the front, the good performances
from the junior athletes show promise for the future.
Last year was a good one for Sullwald: he not only came third in the ITU Cape
Town World Cup, but won the ATU Free State Triathlon African Cup. The previous
year he also came second in the African Championship in Buffalo City and won
the U23 age group. This despite setbacks like tick bite fever that attacked his immune system, a knee injury and other setbacks disrupting his training. He trains
at the Tuks hpc centre under coach Lindsay Perry.
At the Youth Olympic Games this year 17-year old Schlebusch from Durban won
our first gold, despite struggling in the swimming leg. Ironically, she was a swimmer before switching to triathlon. Earlier this year she was runner up in the ETU
Junior Triathlon European Cup event in Hungary, and third in the junior world
cup event in Holland.
Right at the top: Amber Schlebusch wins gold at the Gold Coast Commonwealth Games.
Right middle: Henri Schoeman in action during a bike leg of the World Series.
Far right: Wian Sullwald from Tuks/HPC. Right: Richard Murray by Wagner Araujo/ITU Media.
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Schools water polo
is bigger than you think
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In some schools water polo is so popular that it counts as one of
the major sporting codes. Originally considered an add-on to swimming, South African schools water polo has become a vibrant, very
competitive sport, offering good potential for retailers

A

ny doubts that water polo is a sustainable sport at school should be
dispelled by a visit to Port Elizabeth early in December when 110
teams and about 2 000 players,
coaches and officials converge to compete
in the annual inter-provincial (IPT) schools
championship.
To place this in perspective: in comparison,
only 18 teams and just over 400 players participate in the annual Craven Week rugby tournament.
The South African schools IPT is currently
one of the biggest of its kind in the world,
with eight regions, plus an invitational side
from Zimbabwe, competing each year.
The biggest water polo teams will come from
the Western Province (WP) and Central Gauteng, who usually send 260 players each — 130
boys and 130 girls. “KwaZulu Natal also has a
significant number of players, they play quite
a bit in the Eastern Cape schools and in the
George areas … it is played in schools all over
the country, although the Free State is a bit
quiet,” says Cullum Johnston, responsible for
athlete development for Schools Water Polo
South Africa (SWPSA).
WP has very much dominated the IPT medals tables over the past two years, with a WP
team in the finals of all ten age groups — 5
boys and 5 girls. They had also won 7 gold
medals, 2 to 3 silvers and bronze each year.
“In 2016 a WP A team played against a WP
B team in the final of one age group,” says
Johnston, who is also chairman of WP Schools
Water Polo (WPSWP).
Central Gauteng schools also send a strong
team that last year also won medals in all ten
age groups: 2 gold, 7 silver and a bronze.
There are 52 schools that participate in the
WP schools league, says Johnston, and they
represent an estimated 2 500 to 3 000 active
water polo players.
“In some schools water polo is one of the major sporting codes for summer,” says Johnston.
The number of players will vary from school to
school, with the traditional sport schools like
Bishops, Rondebosch and SACS as many as 3-5
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There are 52 schools participating in the Western
Province league, which has
2 500 – 3 000 active players.
teams in the senior age groups, while other
schools may only have 1 or 2 teams.
“What is unique to the WP is that we start
at prep school level, and there is therefore a
wider spread of U13 players in the WP than,
for example, in Gauteng,” says Johnston.
Another reason why water polo is so popular
at some schools is that it is the one team sport
where boys and girls can compete in equal
numbers. While cricket, rugby and soccer are
usually dominated by boys, and mainly girls
play netball, both genders are equally well
represented in water polo.
Parents like the sport because matches are
short and exciting to watch. They can go and
watch their child playing and be in and out
within an hour.
In addition, it is a healthy activity that develops muscles and teaches children a very
important life skill, namely swimming.

Equipment and clothing needed
Schools can choose the water polo ball they
wish to play with from the many balls on offer
like Conti (from Opal Sport), Molten, Spalding,
which is the ITP sponsor, Mikasa (the official
international ball) and many others.
Contrary to what many people believe water polo is not a cheap sport for participants.
The specialist water polo caps and two swimming costumes, which are worn on top of each
other, cost considerably more than the swimming counterparts, because they require very
specific features. Two costumes are essential,
because the top one is often used as a weapon
to restrain an opponent, explains Johnston.
Each team member will also need the school’s
tracksuit and any other prescribed gear.
The most popular local water polo apparel brand is currently being sold directly to

schools and other teams — which could present an opportunity for a local distributor who
wants to import a brand for the retail market.
Apart from the inter-provincials, there are
various other tournaments throughout the
year where schools compete against each
other.
Some of the key events are the Edwardian
Cup inter-schools tournament organised by
King Edward High (KES) in March, the St Stithians event in September-October, but there are
various others. Next year there will be a Super
6 Tournament planned in Gauteng as well as a
Junior Warriors Aquatic Festival organised by
Reddam to open their new indoor aquatic centre in February 2019.
Not all schools will, however, compete in all
these tournaments. Some schools would be
the champions in a specific age group — for
example, Rondebosch has the best U19 boys
team and Reddam and Pearson will top the
girls rankings in this age group based on tournament performances, says Johnston.
A website publishes the weekly rankings of
the top 40 boys and 30 girls schools based on a
weighted average ranking system. At the end
of October they calculated that Clifton, Rondebosch, St John’s College, St Stithians and
SACS were the top 5 boys’ water polo schools.
The top 5 girls’ schools were Pearson, St Stithians, Reddam, Durban GC and Herschel.

Development initiatives
It is noticeable that there are plenty of saints
names in the list of top water polo playing
schools — which would pretty much represent
the top schools in any other sport. There is a
very obvious reason why water polo is concentrated in the more affluent former Model C or
private schools: you need a pool that is deep
enough so that the players have to tread water
and cannot simply stand and throw a ball at
each other in the shallow end.
“It will cost a school about R2-m to build
a suitable pool and then the headaches only
start, because maintenance and cleaning is
also expensive,” Johnston points out.
Schools in disadvantaged communities with
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a dire need for learning essentials and other
facilities, cannot justify spending so much on
a pool used exclusively for water polo. “If the
school had the money, it would rather put in
an astro turf that can be used for soccer and
hockey and requires less upkeep.”
Gauteng spends a lot of time and effort on a
development initiative whereby players from
disadvantaged communities are transported
to more affluent schools with the proper facilities. They have also selected a specific development team.
In the Western Cape the drought scuppered
a program whereby municipal pools were used
for water polo training … until the water crisis
resulted in the closure of these pools.
“Development is an ongoing challenge,” says
Johnston. “When you look at the logistics and
costs to transport kids from one area to an-

other, it becomes a huge challenge with the
costs completely out of kilter. The kids also
get home very late and then still have to do
their homework. But, it is a challenge we are
working on.”

History of schools water polo
Many people may find it strange that a team
sport played with an inflatable ball is run by
Swimming South Africa.
But, interestingly, the first unofficial water
polo matches were played as an add-on after
inter-schools swimming galas around the middle of the previous century. It was not encouraged, because the swimming coaches believed
it would affect their swim strokes.
Early in the 1970s more formal water polo
leagues were proposed, inter alia in the Western Province — and Zimbabwe suggested an

WATER POLO

Specially blended rubber.
Deep grooved channel and deep brushed finish for superior handling.
Characterised by perfect grip and tacky
feeling in the water.
Patented double channel.

inter-provincial tournament.
But, it was only in 1974 that the first interprovincial tournament for U19 boys was held,
albeit with only five regions plus (then) Rhodesia participating.
In the beginning Rhodesia white-washed the
tournament, but around the 1980’s Natal usually won the tournament — occassionally dethroned by Transvaal.
Gradual changes occurred in the competition
as more regions joined and others dropped
out, until the inter-provincial tournament in
the current format with five age groups (from
U13 to U19) for boys and girls was born in the
late 1990’s and early 2000s.
A national schools team is also selected after
the inter-provincials, which has done us proud
in some international competitions, notably
against Australian and New Zealand teams.

SWIRL WATER POLO

New look of water polo

Available in size 5 (official) and 4 (women)

Available in sizes 5 (official), 4 (women),
3 (junior) and 1 (kids)

CANOE POLO

Official game ball of the ICF
(International Canoe Federation) Canoe Polo World and
Continental Championship.

Blue / Yellow
size 5 for men
For trade enquiries contact Opal Sports
T: 011 695 9640 anne@opalsport.com

HEAVY BALL

Weight size 5: 950-1 000g / 1 350-1 450g

Green/Yellow size 4 for women
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What’s the difference

between
pool & snooker?
There’s eight ball, black ball, pool, snooker and billiards ... and although all of them are played on a cloth-covered table with cues and
hard coloured balls, there are several differences between the equipment you’ll sell for the different cue sports. Words: Trudi du Toit.

F

rom a game of kings, to a pub game
enjoyed by all. That is a very short
summary of the transition from billiards to pool. Today, billiards remains as exclusive as when it was
enjoyed by the nobility, but pool has grown its
appeal amongst the masses.

Early days of billiards
The game of billiards, played by two players,
dates from the 1600s when noblemen and -ladies played the game. They used a wooden
table covered with green cloth to simulate
grass, fitted with a simple border around
the edge. The three ivory balls were shoved
with wooden sticks called maces or billart in
French.
Although known as the Noble Game, some
historians believe that it could have been
played in all walks of life … and that most people knew what it meant, since Shakespeare
included the phrase “let’s to billiards” in Anthony and Cleopatra.
Towards the late 1600s a pool cue replaced
the mace, which was difficult to use close to
the rail. Initially only men were allowed to use
the cue, because the belief was that women
would damage the cloth with the sharper tip
and they were forced to use the mace at all
times.
Equipment improved after the Industrial
Revolution in the 1800s. It was found, for
example, that friction between the ball and
stick improved when chalk was applied — even
before cues had proper tips. A leather cue tip
was developed by 1823 and a few years later a
two-piece cue became an option. From around
1835 the more durable slate bed started replacing the wooden table tops and ten years
later the first rubber billiard cushions were
made, so that the billiard table had adopted
the current shape and dimensions of today by
the mid-19th century.
Although some people use the term billiards
as a generic for any cue sport game, true bil-
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liards is seldom played nowadays.

Snookered
Snooker, a more complex game using 22 instead of 3 coloured balls, was invented by a
British army colonel based in India in 1875.
Sir Neville Francis Fitzgerald Chamberlain
encouraged the troops to play games like life
pool and pyramid pool (see below), which
included most of the other coloured balls,
so that more players could be involved. The
two games were eventually combined to form
snooker and the blue and brown balls were
added later.
The name snooker was coined when Chamberlain referred to a player who had missed
a shot as a real snooker — a slang term for an
inexperienced first year cadet.
The first official set of rules for snooker were
drafted in 1882. In snooker a player attempts
to pocket each of the 15 balls in a given sequence.
British billiards champion John Roberts
travelled to India in 1885, where Chamberlain
introduced him to snooker, played with basically the same equipment as billiards. He, in
turn,introduced the game in England, where it
soon gained popularity.
Thirty years later, in 1916, the English Amateur Championships was introduced as the first
official snooker tournament. In 1927,the legendary Joe Davis helped to establish the first
Professional World Championship of snooker,
which he continued to dominate. Interestingly, the game was jointly governed by the
Control Council, and the Billiards Association.
By the 1930s snooker had overtaken billiards
as the most popular cue sport.
After a few hiccups and a decline in the
1950s-1960s, the BBC again shone the spotlight on snooker with the introduction of
the Pot Black tournament In 1969. The BBC
wanted colourful footage that would display
its new technology to best advantage and the
broadcast of the series revived the popular-

ity of the game. Over the next few decades,
Pot Black turned snooker into one of the most
popular sports in the UK ... and beyond.
The World Championship was first televised
in 1973 and World Rankings were introduced
in 1976. Introduced in December 1988, the invitational Matchplay (featuring the worlds top
12 players) was the first professional tournament to have a £100 000 winner’s prize. Currently, the professionals on the snooker circuit
compete for a prize fund of £5-m per season
and the World Championship winner collects
£300 000.

Many versions of pool
Pool usually refers to a collective bet, but it
became attached to the game of pocket billiards. And the term pool room, which now
means a place where pool is played, was a
name for a horse racing betting parlour in the
19th century, where pool tables were installed
so that the patrons could pass the time between races. By the 1920s, a pool room was a
gathering place for men to smoke, bet, fight
— and play.
It was only later that pool rooms became
quite acceptable gathering places for men and
women. Over time, numerous forms of the
game developed.

Life pool and pyramid pool were cue sport
games played by the British troops in India,
which were eventually combined to become
snooker. In life pool several coloured balls are
used as cue balls and object balls. In pyramid
pool there are 15 red balls and a white cue
ball, and one point is received per red ball
potted.
Blackball pool is often used as a generic
term for pool. It is played with sixteen balls
(a cue ball and fifteen object balls, usually
numbered) on a small 6’×3’ (183cm x 91cm)
or 7’x 3’ 6” (213cm x 107cm) pool table with
six pockets. It is an internationally played
standardised version of eight-ball pool, usually

BIG CAT

BULLDOG

DYNAMITE

AERO

ORIGINAL 1 pce

ORIGINAL 2 pce

The leader in
snooker & pool
CIRRUS
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Left: Wetsi Morake, South Africa’s multi-winner 8-ball champion, as well as the only winner of both the African
and world titles in the sport. Photo: Charl Durand.

How the equipment differ
Cues and tips
As the billiards became replaced with snooker as the main cue sport game, references
to billiard cues was gradually replaced by
references to snooker equipment. Both are
played on the same size table with the same
size balls,
Snooker and pool cues are usually the same
length, namely 57-58 inches (145-147cm,
whether it has a joint along the shaft, or had
been created as a one piece.
A lighter cue is better for soft hits while
a heavy cue does best with strong ball hits.
Most snooker players prefer a tip size between 9mm to 10mm with 9.5mm being the
most popular.
Pool players tend to prefer a smaller tip
between 7mm to 9.5mm, usually 8.5mm,
because the cue ball is smaller and lighter
and the table smaller. American pool players, however, prefer a cue tip of 13mm.
A soft cue tip grips the cue ball for longer,
enabling a player to generate more spin on
the white, but it tends to lose its shape faster. A hard tip will not stay in contact with
the cue ball for as long and could therefore
miscue on spin, but it will last longer. A medium cue tip is therefore the most popular.

Snooker and pool balls
The diameter of the 21 balls used in snooker
played by professionals.

Eight-Ball, now the most widely played
form of pool, dates from about 1900. Today,
it is played on a 7′, 8′, 8.5′ or 9′ table with
15 numbered balls, plus a cue ball. The balls
are divided into 2 groups: 1–7 (solids) and 9–15
(stripes) and a player has to pocket all seven
balls from his group, plus the 8th ball to win.
Powerglide, locally distributed by Opal

is 52.4mm, which is smaller than American
pool balls. Apart from 15 red, 1 yellow, 1
brown, 1 blue, 1 pink, 1 black and 1 green,
a white striker ball is used.
In English pool the fifteen object balls are
smaller than snooker balls. The 48mm balls
are slightly smaller than the 51mm striker
ball and the balls are therefore lighter than
snooker balls.

Differences in tables
A standard snooker table is sized 11’8½”
(357cm) by 5’11” (180cm). English pool is
played on a much smaller 6’-7’ (183-213cm)
long bar-sized table.
These tables also differ from the traditional pocket-less billiards tables in that snooker
or pool tables will have six pockets (four in
each corner and two halfway along the long
sides).
Tables sold for residential use are usually
smaller, namely 6’ (183cm) by 3’ (91cm).
The tables are covered by a woollen cloth,
usually green, with a nap running from the
baulk end of the table (where the green,
brown and yellow balls are placed) towards
the end with the black ball spot. The nap
will affect the direction the cue ball travels
and it is therefore carefully maintained by
brushing it in straight lines from the baulk
end, rather than vacuuming.

SNOOKER

POOL

Sport, has been sponsoring the largest event,
namely the Golden 8 Ball Tournament in Blackpool. This year, 256 teams competed over the
two weekends of events.

Continuous Pool developed into a championship game. The player who sank the last ball
of a rack would break the next rack and his
point total would be kept continuously from
one rack to the next.
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‘Damned if you do,
damned if you don’t’
Retailers in the industry have divided opinions about the benefits of Black Friday.

L

ove it or hate it, but Black Friday
has become part of the South African retail scene. Last year, November sales shot up 7.2% compared
to the previous three months and
the discount days generated about R1.36-bn
in extra FMCG retail sales, according to data
supplied by tracking company Nielsen SA. And
according to them big retailers who didn’t
participate lost market share during 2017 —
although it is not clear how they drew the correlation.
While smart phones, TVs and other expensive electronic equipment top the consumer
shopping lists, sport, outdoor and lifestyle
stores also had to make the decision: to discount or not to discount.
Sports Trader asked retailers serving these
markets how they felt about the Black Friday/
Cyber Monday practice. More than half (57%)
of the respondents in our survey had taken
part in Black Friday sales in previous years.
About half of them had a positive experience as the discounts helped them to get
rid of old stock (47%), or it drew customers
to their store who bought non-discount items
(37%) and, even better, earned them new customers who came back later (29%). For 17% of
the respondents it was “a ray of light in the
depressed economy because people bought
stagnant higher-priced items.”
“On the day it was a great success and boosted the month,” reports another retailer who
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‘Our stores did a full
month’s turnover in one
day!‘
wishes to remain anonymous. He found that
his customers seemed to be waiting for deals.
“Further, it brought new customers into the
store (lower LSM) while our traditional customers avoided malls and shopped online.”
“You’re damned if you do and damned if
you don't,” an independent footwear specialist summarises the experience of many. “Our
stores did a full month’s turnover in ONE day!
Not to say that November overall was any better in total, but it did bring new customers to
the store. Did we make money on that day?
Not much, but boy was it interesting!”
Another apparel and footwear stockist,
whose store at street level attracts lower income customers than mall stores, found that
his Black Friday promotions did not have a big
impact on sales, but “it did bring in some additional feet into the store. I have also noticed
that the products marked down for Black Friday didn’t fly out as anticipated, but that customers spent on regular priced items.”
But on the flip side, some respondents are
strongly opposed to the practice: “Nothing
will motivate me to take part,” says a sport
specialist.
An outdoor store owner is very concerned

about the economy and says he will not take
the chance that he might make losses due to
the overall price increases.
About a third of the respondents (32%) who
did participate were not happy traders as they
found that the Black Friday sales played havoc
with their December sales, or they made a
loss in November due to the discounts they
offered.
“Black Friday is a scourge that kills Xmas
turnover. Worse still, any turnover from Black
Friday is either at a loss or vastly reduced margins,” says an independent sport store owner,
who hasn’t participated in the sale frenzy —
and is not planning to. He believes that it is
not possible for smaller stores to compete
with the huge discounts offered by the big
stores.
He may well have a point. A recent MyBroadband survey indicated that 72% of respondents
planned to shop on Takealot during the sale
period, where they would have had a choice
of over 10 000 deals at up to 60% off.
Dominance by big and online retailers is also
a reason given by half the retailers who are
not planning on participating in Black Friday
sales again — although half of them (50%) said
it’s simply not worth the trouble.
A smaller group (42%) believe that their margins are already small and that any more discounts will only result in losses, while the fear
that it will negatively affect Christmas shopping also prevents retailers from committing
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‘Black Friday is a scourge
that kills Xmas turnover.
Worse still, any turnover
from Black Friday is either
at a loss or vastly reduced
margins.’

to the sale days.
Yet, a retailer who said he believes the practice does not benefit retail as his December
sales were down, will participate again because all his competitors do.
The majority of the respondents (64%) will
join him, most (50%) because money is tight
and it’s the only way to motivate customers
to buy non-essentials or it’s a good way to
clear shelves for new items for Xmas and Back
to School stock (36%). Less than a third (27%)
were motivated by the fact that their competitors participated, and it’s the only way to
motivate customers to buy non-essentials and
to a lesser extent “because my competitors
are participating”. Only 14% of the respondents saw the sale days as an opportunity to
move expensive items that customers couldn’t
afford during the year
Retailers approach the sale day in various
ways. An outdoor store, for example, last year
“ran a Blackish weekend — in which everything
was on a 10% discount, except sale items.”
Another footwear trader says they have decided to do Black Friday differently this year.
“We bought stock in for Black Friday and have
earmarked sale items that have not performed
well during the year. We have also ordered
stock for December delivery, so that we have
fresh stock for Christmas.”
A department store colleague, however, has
a different view: “I can see the sense of having
a big sale to clear the shelves for new stock
over Christmas. But sell new stock at a discount? It just doesn’t make any sense to me!”
While brick and mortar stores have the benefit of new customers visiting their stores,
spare a thought for the online companies that
participate. Not only do they have to hope
that their websites will not buckle under the
strain, they also have the added stress of
hoping that couriers will deliver the ordered
goods in a decent time. For example, online
fashion retailer RunwaySale last year had
10 000 shoppers on their site before 11am and
on that day their sales were triple their previous highest sales.
To lighten the load on the 23rd, many of the
bigger retailers have declared November a
month of many discounts, spread across several days.
* We emailed Sports Trader’s retail readers a
link to our online Black Friday survey early on
November. The majority (68%) of the respondents were independents, and they were fairly
evenly split between sport, outdoor and footwear and apparel stockists. We went to print
before Black Friday.

Source: Stats SA.

R31 900 per second spent in SA

SOUTH AFRICAN retail sales amounted to R1 trillion in 2017 — translating to a spend of R31 900
per second, reports Stats SA. Retail spend was up by 2.9% compared to 2016 in volume terms, it
adds. Food and beverage experienced the highest volume sales growth compared to 2016 (5%),
with clothing showing a 2.3% growth. In terms of retail sales at current prices, the second biggest
sector is clothing and textiles stores, accounting for 18% of total retail trade sales.
Meanwhile, PayPal predicts that our total online retail spend will be more than R45-bn by the
end of this year, in the Cross-Border Consumer Research report*, done in partnership between
PayPal and Ipsos. This is a 19% increase over last year’s figures, and PayPal expects online spend
to reach R62-bn by 2020. This is, however, still a small fraction of the total R1-trillion retail
sales.
Of the 1 000 South African respondents surveyed, 691 are online shoppers of whom 428 shop
across the border. Of the shoppers, 12% only shop across the border, 38% only buy from South
African retailers, and 50% buy from both.
The majority (58%) of online purchases in South Africa are made on a computer (desktop, laptop or notebook), the report found. The smartphone is the next most-used device (28%) to shop
with, while 9% of online shopping is done via tablets and 3% via other devices such as smart TVs,
game consoles with internet connection, etc.
* The survey was completed by 34 502 adults aged 18 and over who use an internet-enabled
device — a desktop computer, laptop, tablet, smartphone, etc. — across 31 countries, of which
South Africa is one. In each country between 1 000 and 2 000 people were surveyed online between 13 March and 1 May 2018.

Consumers’ favourite stores
EDGARS, Game, Makro, Takealot.com, Totalsports and Woolworths are category winners in
this year’s Sunday Times/Sowetan Shopper Survey, conducted by Kantar TNS South Africa.
But, Totalsports, Sportscene and adidas stores top the list of sport and outdoor stores where
consumers prefer to shop. They are followed by Nike, Edgars Active, Mr Price Sport, Cape
Union Mart, Studio 88, Sportsmans Warehouse and Sneakers.
Woolworth and Foschini are also in the Top 10 of the 2018/19 Ask Afrika Orange Index,
which looks at customer service. The category winners in the Sunday Times/Sowetan Shopper Survey, which gives retailers insights about what consumers think of them are: Totalsports: Sports and Outdoor Stores; Edgars: Men’s Clothing Stores, Shoe Stores and Women’s
Clothing Stores categories; Game: Electronics and Household Appliances Stores; Makro:
Wholesalers; Takealot.com: Online Stores; Woolworths: Kids and Baby Clothing Stores.
Overall, Makro rated fourth out of all the stores, Edgars fifth and Woolworths sixth.
There were 34 new stores in 12 categories, of which 10 were new in the e-commerce
market (but many were already established retail brands).
“Kantar TNS’ approach considers a retailer’s penetration in the marketplace whilst also
examining its relative strength amongst its users and its relative attraction amongst nonusers — the concept of relative advantage.”
The survey data was collected through face-to-face interviews with more than 2 750 people over the age of 18 from both metropolitan and non-metropolitan areas of South Africa.
The final results were weighted to represent the population according to Stats SA 2015
mid-year population estimates and this year’s survey also considered the new Socio-Economic Measures (SEM’s).
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Winning strategies
from retail winners
Retail success depends on a specific mindset and strategies, say the authors of a
global report on the current state of retail. They therefore pay particular attention to
what strategies Retail Winners believe are the most effective. Words: Carin Hardisty

“O

ne trend that consistently emerges is how
bullish retail Winners
are about their stores’
potential,” say Brian
Kilcourse and Steve Rowen in the RSR report
The Retail Store 2018: From Apocalypse to
Renaissance*.
“We find that consistent sales performance is
an outcome of a differentiating set of thought
processes, strategies and tactics,” the authors
say. “Winning in retail is not an accident.”
They classified retailers from various countries who responded to the survey as Winners
when their stores recorded sales growth above
the industry average, and the ones below are
labelled as Laggards or Also-rans. The implication is that the responses from the Winners
would indicate what is a strategy for success.
Winning stores aren’t shrinking back in terms
of plans for their stores: two thirds of these
respondents stated that in the near future
they would open more stores in their existing
markets, 55% would open new stores in new
markets and 47% would replace existing stores
with new formats.

Winners plan to expand
“This is the most optimistic view we’ve ever
seen in our research into the store and heralds
a change in attitude — on a wide scale level —
about how bright the future of the store could
(and frankly, needs to) be.”
Only 19% of Winners said they plan to thin
out their store portfolio, whereas 23% of the
other respondents said they would … and 18%
of the latter also said they don’t (or can’t)
anticipate changes in their store format, geography or quantity. Only 9% of Winners were
unable to anticipate these changes.
Additionally, Winners are more likely to see
their stores as a part of consumers’ overall experience of the store’s brand. Most of them
view the store as their primary face to the
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Retailers must re-envision
the store experience, to be
one that is relevant, enjoyable, and satisfying for the
consumer. Visiting a store
should be fun.
customer (67%) and the primary point of customer order fulfilment (48%), but to 62% of
them it’s also just one of the ways consumers
can shop from them.

Challenges identified
In the survey, 54% of all respondents identified consumers’ price sensitivity as their biggest challenge. “We’ve observed this phenomenon for several years now. Retailers continue
to view the primary threat coming their way
(most notably from Amazon, as well as Alibaba
in emerging markets) as a pricing issue. And it
is — but there’s more to it than that.
The online marketplaces have successfully
reduced the number of variables that define
value to consumers to be (1) price, and (2)
availability.
But Amazon and Alibaba have also added
more complex value attributes like community feedback (reviews), content (product information and product alternatives), and even
context (relevant recommendations), say the
authors.
It’s not enough for retailers to just create
strong digital platforms, they add — they also
need to make service their defining feature.
“And that means that retailers must re-envision the store experience, to be one that is
relevant, enjoyable, and satisfying for the
consumer.”
Visiting a store should also be fun — the customer should enjoy going there and be satisfied by his in-store experience. And this is one

of the areas that is lacking in today’s stores,
say the report’s authors.
Retail stores have grown to be efficient and
standardised. “Making stores fun again will not
be easy.”
Based on responses, “retailers want to make
stores better places: full of technology that
controls operational costs, makes employees smarter, puts actionable information into
store managers’ hands, creates competitive
nature and ultimately makes stores more fun.
But they’ve got a lot of ground to cover before
they can get there.”

Stores reflect online experience
More than half of the respondents believe
the best ways to improve their stores are to
reflect more of what consumers enjoy about
online shopping, and to create more fulfilment options (e.g. direct delivery, same-day
service, etc.).
“Stores are now fulfilment centers and shipping and return locations, along with their traditional role as selling channels,” say the authors. “This requires technology investments,
not just once, like a Point of Sale refresh, but
a continual honing of both the offer and the
environment itself.”
Typically, a retailer’s biggest problems are
money and time. To modernise a store costs
a lot of money, especially when you need
to make these changes over several of your
stores (the store multiplier factor).
Their biggest opportunity comes from using technology to empower store employees,
agree half of the retailers who responded to
the survey. “Bringing the best aspects of online into the store promises to make the instore experience more entertaining, efficient
and convenient.”
Retailers don’t seem to know if they stand
the best chance of succeeding by going online
or remaining brick-and-mortar stores, say the
authors. The most respondents (60%) believe
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About the survey
RSR conducted an online survey between
May and July 2018. Of the 182 retail respondents, 27% represented fashion (apparel, footwear and accessories), 23%
general merchandise, 20% hard goods, 17%
fast moving consumer goods, 8% hospitality, retail services/ entertainment and 4%
were boutique retailers.
The majority (53%) are based in the US,
followed by the UK/Ireland (26%), Europe
(20%) and China (1%). Similarly, the majority of retail stores are in the US (70%), followed by the UK/Ireland and Europe (both
49%), and Canada — 8% of the respondents
have retail stores in Africa.

Bring the best aspects of
online into the store to
make the in-store experience more entertaining,
efficient and convenient
that reflecting more of what consumers like
about online shopping in-store will create opportunities for them.
Yet, in RSR’s survey earlier the year The
State Of Online Commerce 2018: High Hopes,
retail Winners indicated that one of the most
important ways that etailers can compete with
Amazon is to open brick-and-mortar stores.
It comes down to the fact that retailers
should evaluate which are the desirable aspects and use them to create an engaging and
consistent shopping experience — both online
and off.
“However, one look at the state of stores
today and it becomes readily apparent that
this will not be an easy task: today’s average
in-store experience features very little about
what consumers enjoy online. Having said
that, we also believe the in-store experience
must remain differentiated: and the ability to
engage with employees and touch and feel the
merchandise is key to that differentiation.”

If money wasn’t an issue…
Retail Winners would hire more people if mon-

ISPO Beijing 15th anniversary
Next year, January 16–19, 2019, ISPO Beijing will celebrate its 15th anniversary in
a new location — the China International
Exhibition Center (CIEC) in Beijing. The exhibition will be spread across three halls.
Several presentations and events will also
take place during the four days of the
trade show, including a ski resort tour, the
E-Commerce Matchmaking-Program, as
well as usual ISPO Academy.

Please consult the 2019 calendar
inserted in this issue for a full list
of all the trade shows and major
sports events in 2019.

How would the following make your store more relevant?
(% indicating “very much”)

Would the following make your store more relevant —
if money is no issue?

ey was not an issue — but not necessarily product experts,
the Apocalypse to Renaissance RSR report shows.
Most (62%) of retail Winners indicated that hiring better people would make their stores more relevant, and
60% indicated more individual customer-specific engagement would help very much — only 28% of the rest of the
respondents indicated that better staff members would
make a difference to their stores.
No matter how well a store does, there was a much lower
percentage of respondents who recognised the benefit of
hiring product experts. Less than half (42%) of Winners and
34% of the rest indicated these kinds of employees would
make their stores more relevant.
Across the spectrum retail respondents said introducing
new technology was the top player that would make their
stores more relevant (71% of Winners and 60% of the rest).
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